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A groundbreaking journey tracing America’s forgotten path to global power—and how its
legacies shape our world today—told through the extraordinary life of a complicated
Marine.Smedley Butler was the most celebrated warfighter of his time. Bestselling books were
written about him. Hollywood adored him. Wherever the flag went, “The Fighting Quaker” went—
serving in nearly every major overseas conflict from the Spanish War of 1898 until the eve of
World War II. From his first days as a 16-year-old recruit at the newly seized Guantánamo Bay,
he blazed a path for empire: helping annex the Philippines and the land for the Panama Canal,
leading troops in China (twice), and helping invade and occupy Nicaragua, Puerto Rico, Haiti,
Mexico, and more. Yet in retirement, Butler turned into a warrior against war, imperialism, and big
business, declaring: “I was a racketeer for capitalism."Award-winning author Jonathan Myerson
Katz traveled across the world—from China to Guantánamo, the mountains of Haiti to the
Panama Canal—and pored over the personal letters of Butler, his fellow Marines, and his
Quaker family on Philadelphia's Main Line. Along the way, Katz shows how the consequences of
the Marines' actions are still very much alive: talking politics with a Sandinista commander in
Nicaragua, getting a martial arts lesson from a devotee of the Boxer Rebellion in China, and
getting cast as a P.O.W. extra in a Filipino movie about their American War. Tracing a path from
the first wave of U.S. overseas expansionism to the rise of fascism in the 1930s to the crises of
democracy in our own time, Gangsters of Capitalism tells an urgent story about a formative era
most Americans have never learned about, but that the rest of the world cannot forget.

“Big Nate is funny, big time.” -- Jeff Kinney, author of Diary of a Wimpy KidPraise for BIG NATE:
IN A CLASS BY HIMSELF: “Though Nate may not achieve the fame he seeks with his
classmates, this sharp-witted and unflappable protagonist just might find it with readers.” --
Publishers WeeklyPraise for BIG NATE: IN A CLASS BY HIMSELF: “Thank goodness sequels
are planned!” -- Kirkus Reviews“Laugh-out-loud!” -- School Library Journal“Nate’s persistent
good cheer and moxie make him a likeable new proxy for young misfits.” -- Booklist“What carries
the day are the zany illustrations and unflagging enthusiasm of Nate himself.” -- Bulletin of the
Center for Children’s BooksPraise for BIG NATE STRIKES AGAIN: “The millions of Wimpy Kid
fans will be thrilled to find another cartoon buddy to read about, this good-hearted king of
detention.” -- Horn Book (starred review)“Fans will be in heaven; thank goodness number three
is already on the way.” -- Kirkus Reviews“Even the most jaded middle-schooler will find much to
laugh about here.” -- The Horn BookPraise for BIG NATE ON A ROLL: “[T]he slickest of this
series...On a roll indeed!” -- Kirkus Reviews (starred review) --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.From the Back CoverBig Nate is living it up!When Nate's asked to befriend a new
student, he's all for it—until he actually MEETS the kid. Is Nate stuck with a fun sponge? Or will



his new buddy be the life of the party?For fans of the hilarious Diary of a Wimpy Kid series: Meet
BIG NATE, P.S. 38's record-setting ringleader and definitely NOT the teacher's pet.--This text
refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorLincoln Peirce (pronounced "purse") is a
cartoonist/writer and New York Times bestselling author of the hilarious Big Nate book series
(www.bignatebooks.com), now published in twenty-five countries worldwide and available as
ebooks and audiobooks and as an app, Big Nate: Comix by U! He is also the creator of the
comic strip Big Nate. It appears in over three hundred U.S. newspapers and online daily at
www.gocomics.com/bignate. Lincoln's boyhood idol was Charles Schulz of Peanuts fame, but
his main inspiration for Big Nate has always been his own experience as a sixth grader. Just like
Nate, Lincoln loves comics, ice hockey, and Cheez Doodles (and dislikes cats, figure skating,
and egg salad). His Big Nate books have been featured on Good Morning America and in the
Boston Globe, the Los Angeles Times, USA Today, and the Washington Post. He has also
written for Cartoon Network and Nickelodeon. Lincoln lives with his wife and two children in
Portland, Maine.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the Inside FlapBig Nate is living
it up!When Nate's asked to befriend a new student, he's all for it--until he actually MEETS the
kid. Is Nate stuck with a fun sponge? Or will his new buddy be the life of the party?For fans of the
hilarious Diary of a Wimpy Kid series: Meet BIG NATE, P.S. 38's record-setting ringleader and
definitely NOT the teacher's pet.--Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books --This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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forgets.The one who carries the scar remembers.—Haitian proverbPROLOGUENEWTOWN
SQUARE PENNSYLVANIA, USA1933The bankers’ men were back. Smedley Butler sized up the
one doing all the talking—the bond salesman in the tailored suit. The visitor was sitting in the
vaulted main hallway the Butlers used as a living room, his cannonball-shaped head framed by
the retired general’s old command flags, medals, swords, and assorted tropical bric-a-brac. Two
mammoth red satin umbrellas, given to Butler by villagers on his last overseas mission, to China,
swayed gently overhead atop their fifteen-foot poles.The bond salesman, one Gerald C.
MacGuire, represented himself as a member of the American Legion, a veterans’ organization
founded at the end of the Great War. He was trying to persuade Butler to come to the next
Legion convention, in Chicago, to give a speech denouncing President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt—specifically his recent decision to take the dollar off the gold standard. Butler, the
salesman said, would travel in secret with a few hundred legionnaire friends. Once they were at
the convention, they would spread out around the assembly and start a chant to demand that
Butler be given the floor.What rank-and-file veteran could afford a five-day trip to Chicago in the
middle of the Great Depression, Butler wondered. MacGuire replied it would all be taken care of:
train tickets, hotels, everything.“How do you get the money to do that?” the general asked.1“Oh,
we have friends,” MacGuire responded. Then he opened a bank book showing $42,000 in
deposits—worth over $850,000 nearly a century later.Butler was accustomed to people asking
him for favors. It was the price of fame. For thirty-three years and four months he had been in
active service as a United States Marine, a veteran of nearly every overseas conflict dating back
to the war against Spain in 1898.2 Respected by his peers, beloved by his men, he was known
throughout the country as “The Fighting Hell-Devil Marine,” “Old Gimlet Eye,” “The Leatherneck’s
Friend,” and the famous “Fighting Quaker” of the Devil Dogs. Bestselling books had been written
about him. Hollywood adored him. President Roosevelt’s cousin, the late Theodore himself, was
said to have called Butler “the ideal American soldier.”3 Over the course of his career, he had
received the Army and Navy Distinguished Service Medals, the French Ordre de l’Étoile Noir,
and, in the distinction that would ensure his place in the Marine Corps pantheon, the Medal of
Honor—twice.But most who asked for an audience at the general’s converted farmhouse in
Newtown Square, a suburb on Philadelphia’s Main Line, did not carry thick bankbooks, as the
bond salesman did. Nor did they pull up in his dirt driveway in a chauffeured Packard limousine.
Butler wanted to know more. Asking around in the days that followed, he learned MacGuire had
been a Navy man in the World War, and had suffered a skull fracture at sea in 1918—off the



exact spot on the coast of France where Butler had been stationed. That explained the ties to
the American Legion, if little else.Over the following weeks, MacGuire continued the courtship. In
Newark, where Butler was attending the reunion of a National Guard division, MacGuire showed
up at his hotel room and tossed a wad of cash on the bed—$18,000, he said.“You put that
money away before someone walks in here,” Butler barked. Then he asked where all the money
was coming from. MacGuire told the general he was working for several wealthy backers. One of
them was Robert Sterling Clark—an heir to the Singer sewing machine fortune, whom Butler
had known as a lieutenant in China during the Boxer Rebellion decades earlier. Another was
MacGuire’s boss, the well-connected financier Grayson M.-P. Murphy, who had close ties with
the nation’s most powerful bank, J. P. Morgan & Co., and Wall Street’s most influential law firm,
Sullivan & Cromwell.4 Clark himself paid a visit to the Newtown Square house soon after, hinting
broadly that he would cover the Butlers’ mortgage if the Marine played ball.The dates of the
American Legion convention came and went. Butler did not go. But then, a few months later, in
early 1934, Butler received a postcard from MacGuire. It was sent from the French Riviera,
where the bond salesman had just arrived after visiting Fascist Italy. About two months later,
Butler received another postcard, this time from Germany. The Reichstag fire had happened a
year earlier. Hitler was now chancellor, on his way to becoming führer. MacGuire said he was
having “a wonderful time” in Berlin.In August 1934, MacGuire called Butler from Philadelphia
and asked to meet. Butler suggested an abandoned café at the back of the lobby of the Bellevue-
Stratford Hotel.“The time has come to get the soldiers together,” MacGuire said.“Yes,” Butler
replied. “I think so, too.”He had no idea what they were talking about. He just wanted the
salesman to keep talking until the outlines of what he was really after became clear.First
MacGuire excitedly recounted all he had seen in Europe. In Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany, he’d
learned that Mussolini and Hitler were able to stay in power because they kept soldiers on their
payrolls in various ways. “But that setup would not suit us at all. The soldiers of America would
not like that,” the businessman opined.But in France, MacGuire had “found just exactly the
organization we’re going to have.” Called the Croix de Feu, or Fiery Cross, it was like a more
militant version of the American Legion: an association of French World War veterans and
paramilitaries organized under the populist authoritarian Col. François de La Rocque. On
February 6, 1934—six weeks before MacGuire arrived—thousands of members of the Croix de
Feu had taken part in a riot of mainly far-right and fascist groups that had tried to storm the
French legislature. The insurrection was stopped by police; at least fifteen people, mostly rioters,
were killed. But in the aftermath, France’s center-left prime minister had been forced to resign in
favor of a conservative.MacGuire had attended a meeting of the Croix de Feu in Paris. It was the
sort of “super-organization” he believed Americans could get behind—especially with a beloved
war hero like Butler at the helm.Then he made his proposal: The Marine would lead half a million
veterans in a march on Washington, blending the Croix de Feu’s assault on the French
legislature with the March on Rome that had put Mussolini’s Fascisti in power in Italy a decade
earlier. They would be financed and armed by some of the most powerful corporations in



America—including DuPont, the nation’s biggest manufacturer of explosives and synthetic
materials.5The purpose of the coup was to stop Roosevelt’s New Deal, the president’s program
to end the Great Depression, which one of the millionaire du Pont brothers had deemed “nothing
more or less than the Socialistic doctrine called by another name.”6 Butler’s veteran army,
MacGuire explained, would pressure the president to appoint a new secretary of state, or
“secretary of general affairs,” who would take on the executive powers of government. If
Roosevelt went along with this, he would be allowed to remain as a figurehead, like the king of
Italy. Otherwise, he would be forced to resign, placing the new super-secretary in the White
House.Smedley Butler knew a coup when he smelled one. He had been in many himself. He had
overthrown governments and protected “friendly” client ones around the world on behalf of some
of the same U.S. bankers, lawyers, and businessmen who were apparently trying to enlist his
help.It had been largely on their behalf that Butler and his Marines trained and helped put into
power the Hitlers and Mussolinis of Latin America: dictators like the Dominican Republic’s
Rafael Trujillo and Nicaragua’s soon-to-be leader, Anastasio Somoza, who would employ violent
repression and their U.S.-created militaries to protect American investments and their own
power. MacGuire’s easy dismissal of electoral democracy recalled the disdain for other republics
past U.S. presidents had shown. The resulting interference in other countries’ affairs had been
prodded on and aided by moneyed interests like J. P. Morgan; MacGuire’s boss, Grayson
Murphy; and their globetrotting lawyer friends at Sullivan & Cromwell.In other words, Butler knew
these people. He knew the world they traveled in. He had made a life in the overlapping seams
of capital and empire, and he knew that the subversion of democracy by force had turned out to
be a required part of the job he had chosen. “I spent most of my time being a high-class muscle
man for big business, for Wall Street and for the bankers,” Butler would write a year later. “In
short, I was a racketeer for capitalism.”7And Butler knew another thing that most Americans
didn’t: how much they would suffer if anyone did to their democracy what he had done to so
many others across the globe.“Now, about this super-organization,” MacGuire asked the
general. “Would you be interested in heading it?”“I am interested in it, but I do not know about
heading it,” Butler told the bond salesman, as he resolved to report everything he had learned to
Congress. “I am very greatly interested in it, because you know, Jerry, my interest is, my one
hobby is, maintaining a democracy. If you get these five hundred thousand soldiers advocating
anything smelling of fascism, I am going to get five hundred thousand more and lick the hell out
of you, and we will have a real war right at home.”Eight decades after he publicly revealed his
conversations about what became known as the Business Plot, Smedley Butler is no longer a
household name. A few history buffs—and a not-inconsiderable number of conspiracy theory
enthusiasts—remember him for his whistleblowing of the alleged fascist coup. Another
repository of his memory is kept among modern-day Marines, who learn one detail of his life in
boot camp—the two Medals of Honor—and to sing his name along with those of his legendary
Marine contemporaries, Dan Daly and Lewis “Chesty” Puller, in a running cadence about
devotion to the Corps: “It was good for Smedley Butler / And it’s good enough for me.”I first



encountered the other side of Butler’s legacy in Haiti, after I moved there to be the
correspondent for the Associated Press. To Haitians, Butler is no hero. He is remembered by
scholars there as the most mechan—corrupt or evil—of the Marines. He helped lead the U.S.
invasion of that republic in 1915 and played a singular role in setting up an occupation that
lasted nearly two decades. Most notoriously, Butler instigated a system of forced labor, the
corvée, in which Haitians were required to build hundreds of miles of roads for no pay, and were
killed or jailed if they did not comply. Haitians saw it for what it was: a form of slavery, enraging a
people whose ancestors had freed themselves from enslavement and French colonialism over a
century before.Such facts do not make a dent in the mainstream narrative of U.S. history. Most
Americans prefer to think of ourselves as plucky heroes: the rebels who topple the empire, not
the storm troopers running its battle stations. U.S. textbooks—and more importantly the novels,
video games, monuments, tourist sites, and blockbuster films where most people encounter
versions of American history—are more often about the Civil War or World War II, the struggles
most easily framed in moral certitudes of right and wrong, and in which those fighting under the
U.S. flag had the strongest claims to being on the side of good.“Imperialism,” on the other hand,
is a foreign-sounding word. It brings up images, if it brings any at all, of redcoats terrorizing
Boston, or perhaps British officials in linen suits sipping gin and tonics in Bombay. The idea that
the United States, a country founded in rebellion against empire, could have colonized and
conquered other peoples seems anathema to everything we are taught America stands for.And
it is. It was no coincidence that thousands of young men like Smedley Butler were convinced to
sign up for America’s first overseas war of empire on the promise of ending Spanish tyranny and
imperialism in Cuba. Brought up as a Quaker on Philadelphia’s Main Line, Butler held on to
principles of equality and fairness throughout his life, even as he fought to install and defend
despotic regimes all over the world. That tension—between the ideal of the United States as a
leading champion of democracy on the one hand and a leading destroyer of democracy on the
other—remains the often unacknowledged fault line running through American politics today.For
some past leaders, there was never a tension at all. When the U.S. seized its first inhabited
overseas colonies in 1898, some proudly wore the label. “I am, as I expected I would be, a pretty
good imperialist,” Theodore Roosevelt mused to a British friend while on safari in East Africa in
1910.8But as the costs of full-on annexation became clear, and control through influence and
subterfuge became the modus operandi of U.S. empire, American leaders reverted seamlessly
back to republican rhetoric. They could do so because, as Sven Lindqvist has written of
colonialism in all its forms, “the men representing civilization out in the colonies were ‘invisible’
not only in the sense that their guns killed at a distance, but also in that no one at home really
knew what they were doing.” (Though it should not be forgotten that the United States still has
five wholly owned colonies today in Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American
Samoa, and the Northern Mariana Islands, along with a plethora of largely uninhabited smaller
islands and atolls.)9The denial deepened during the Cold War. In 1955, the historian William
Appleman Williams wrote, “One of the central themes of American historiography is that there is



no American Empire.”10 It was essential for the conflict against the Soviet Union—“the Evil
Empire,” as Ronald Reagan would call it—to heighten the supposed contrasts: they overthrew
governments, we defended legitimate ones; they were expansionist, we went abroad only in
defense of freedom.Even capitalism was played down as a motivation during those years. In
early drafts of his 1947 speech announcing a policy of “containing” Soviet expansion, President
Harry S. Truman stressed the economic imperatives of keeping countries in the U.S. orbit,
particularly those essential for access to oil in the Middle East. But that sounded too base—“like
an investment prospectus,” Truman complained—so his team scrapped it for rhetoric more likely
to persuade Congress to throw money at foreign wars. In his final draft, Truman proclaimed that
“it must be the policy of the United States to support free peoples who are resisting attempted
subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressure.”11As long as the United States seemed
eternally ascendant, it was easy to tell ourselves as Americans that the global dominance of U.S.
capital and the unparalleled reach of the U.S. military had been coincidences, or fate; that
America’s rise as a cultural and economic superpower was just natural—a galaxy of individual
choices, freely made, by a planet hungry for an endless supply of Marvel superheroes and the
perfect salty crunch of McDonald’s fries.But the illusion is fading. The myth of American
invulnerability was shattered by the September 11, 2001, attacks. The attempt to recover a
sense of dominance resulted in the catastrophic “forever wars” launched and, as of this writing,
still burning at various levels in Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Syria, Somalia, and elsewhere. The
deaths of well over half a million Americans in the coronavirus pandemic, and our seeming
inability to halt or contend with the threats of climate change, are further reminders that being
the richest and most powerful empire on Earth has its limits, and we can neither accumulate nor
consume our way out of a fragile and interconnected world.I experienced the gulf between the
promise and realities of American power most acutely during my years living in Haiti, particularly
in the aftermath of the catastrophic 2010 earthquake. I watched with horror and frustration as my
neighbors waited in vain for the promised U.S.-led efforts to rescue and rebuild. Instead my
country deployed thousands of armed troops to keep people from migrating, while shuffling
around billions of dollars in Haiti’s name. Precious little was ever put into people’s hands on the
ground. Despite an upwelling of sympathy from millions of Americans, those in business and
government ended up channeling their energies into the worst of our historical patterns, treating
Haiti’s disaster as an opportunity to make profits and execute political schemes, treating Haitian
lives and priorities as largely irrelevant.12As I looked through history to find the origins of the
patterns of self-dealing and imperiousness that mark so much of American policy, I kept running
into the Quaker Marine with the funny name. Smedley Butler’s military career started in the place
where the United States’ overseas empire truly began, and the place that continues to symbolize
the most egregious abuses of American power: Guantánamo Bay. His last overseas
deployment, in China from 1927 to 1929, gave him a front-row seat to both the start of the civil
war between the Communists and the Nationalists and the slowly materializing Japanese
invasion that would ultimately open World War II.In the years between, Butler blazed a path for



U.S. empire across the world, helping seize the Philippines and the land for the Panama Canal,
and invading and helping plunder Honduras, Nicaragua, Haiti, the Dominican Republic, Mexico,
and more. Butler was also a pioneer of the militarization of police: first spearheading the creation
of client police forces across Latin America (known in most Spanish-speaking countries as the
Guardia Nacional and in Haiti as the Gendarmerie), then introducing those tactics to U.S. cities
during a two-year stint running the Philadelphia police during Prohibition.Yet Butler would spend
the last decade of his life trying to keep the forces of tyranny and violence he had unleashed
abroad from consuming the country he loved. He watched the rise of fascism in Europe with
alarm. Perhaps he intuited at some elemental level the observation that would be voiced
decades later by the Pan-Africanist political philosopher Frantz Fanon: “What is fascism but
colonialism in the heart of a traditionally colonialist country?”13 He would spend his last stores
of energy in antiwar speeches and anti-imperialist tracts. In 1935, Butler published a short book
about the collusion between business and the armed forces called War Is a Racket. The
warnings in that thin volume would be refined and amplified years later by his fellow general,
turned president, Dwight Eisenhower, whose speechwriters would dub it the military-industrial
complex.Late in 1935, Butler would go further, declaring in a series of articles for a radical
magazine: “Only the United Kingdom has beaten our record for square miles of territory acquired
by military conquest. Our exploits against the American Indian, against the Filipinos, the
Mexicans, and against Spain are on a par with the campaigns of Genghis Khan, the Japanese in
Manchuria and the African attack of Mussolini.”14Butler was not just throwing stones. In that
article, he repeatedly called himself a racketeer—a gangster—and enumerated his crimes:I
helped make Mexico and especially Tampico safe for American oil interests in 1914. I helped
make Haiti and Cuba a decent place for the National City Bank boys to collect revenues in. I
helped in the raping of half a dozen Central American republics for the benefit of Wall Street.… I
helped purify Nicaragua for the international banking house of Brown Brothers in 1909–12. I
brought light to the Dominican Republic for American sugar interests in 1916. I helped make
Honduras “right” for American fruit companies in 1903. In China in 1927 I helped see to it that
Standard Oil went its way unmolested.During those years, I had, as the boys in the back room
would say, a swell racket. I was rewarded with honors, medals, promotion. Looking back on it, I
feel I might have given Al Capone a few hints. The best he could do was operate in three city
districts. We Marines operated on three continents.15Butler was telling a messier story than the
ones Americans like to hear about ourselves. There is no Saving Private Ryan about the U.S.
conquest of the Philippines. The Library of the Marine Corps at Quantico keeps Butler’s antiwar
tract hidden away from the handful of books about Butler and his Marine contemporaries’ lives—
shelving a few copies of War Is a Racket with other critical texts, including a thin volume of
writings by Karl Marx.But we ignore the past at our peril. Americans may not recognize the
events Butler referred to in his confession, but America’s imperial history is well remembered in
the places we invaded and conquered—where leaders and elites use it and shape it to their own
ends. Nowhere is more poised to use its colonial past to its future advantage than China, once a



moribund kingdom in which U.S. forces, twice led by Butler, intervened at will in the early
twentieth century. As a rising People’s Republic embarks on its own imperial project across Asia,
Africa, and Latin America, Chinese officials use their self-story of “national humiliation” to
position themselves as an antidote to American control, finding willing audiences in countries
grappling with their own histories of subjugation by the United States.The dangers are greater at
home. As a candidate and then as president, Donald Trump preyed on American anxieties by
combining the worst excesses of those early-twentieth-century imperial chestnuts—militarism,
white supremacy, and the cult of manhood—with a newer fantasy: that Americans could reclaim
our sense of safety and supremacy by disengaging from the world we made; by literally building
walls along our border and making the countries we conquered pay for them.To those who did
not know or ignored America’s imperial history, it could seem that Trump was an alien force (“this
is not who we are,” as the liberal saying goes), or that the implosion of his presidency has made
it safe to slip back into comfortable amnesias. But the movement Trump built—a movement that
stormed the Capitol, tried to overturn an election, and as I write these words still dreams of
reinstalling him by force—is too firmly rooted in America’s past to be dislodged without
substantial effort. It is a product of the greed, bigotry, and denialism that were woven into the
structure of U.S. global supremacy from the beginning—forces that now threaten to break apart
not only the empire but the society that birthed it.The story of the making of America’s global
empire is at once more sweeping and smaller than one might expect. It involves forgotten wars
against martial artists and criminal syndicates, marvels of engineering and human endurance,
and zombies. (You read that correctly.) But the circle of people who were involved throughout
was claustrophobically small. Names like Roosevelt, Alfred Thayer Mahan, Herbert Hoover,
Roger Farnham, and the law firm of Sullivan & Cromwell pop up again and again. Their interests
meanwhile were furthered and protected by an astoundingly tight coterie of Marines, including
Dan Daly, John Lejeune, Littleton Waller, and, most of all, Smedley Darlington Butler.No
individual embodied this story more than Butler. His contradictions are America’s. He helped
create them; he fought, unsuccessfully, to resolve them. Butler was blind to many things. He
never understood the ways that racism drove the policies that sent him into war and shaped the
way he thought and acted when he got there. (The racist language he and his contemporaries
threw around in conversation and their letters was often shocking; fair warning.) He died without
ever fully reconciling his deepest contradictions, leaving them to scatter kaleidoscopically across
the edges of communal memory: the decorated hero, the conspiracy whistleblower, the mechan
imperialist, the rogue critic.How did a venerated veteran turn into a crusader against war? When
did the armed vanguard of the banks decide he had been a “racketeer for capitalism”? And why,
in a nation founded on promises of democracy and liberty, have so many cast their lot with
authoritarianism—both in Butler’s time and ours? These are not simple questions, I learned. To
answer them, I had to immerse myself not only in Butler’s life and writings, but also in the places
where he fought, whose complex stories are intertwined with our own.As I did so, I thought about
the work of the great Haitian scholar Michel-Rolph Trouillot, who wrote that “any historical



narrative is a particular bundle of silences”—of events downplayed or forgotten, of perspectives
excluded from the archives. “One ‘silences’ a fact or an individual,” Trouillot wrote, “as a silencer
silences a gun.”16 In order to tell the full story of the people and forces that made America’s
empire, and how the debts they incurred are now coming due, I realized I had to lace up my
hiking shoes and follow the trail the Marines blazed. It turned out to be a five-year journey that
took me all over the world. But the story would have to start where it began and ended for Butler,
in his hometown of Philadelphia.ONEPHILADELPHIAAs far as I know, the world’s only public
monument to Smedley Butler is a modest plaque inside Philadelphia’s city hall. I paid it a visit
one sunny afternoon. The behemoth municipal complex rises up from the middle of the
boulevard, its limestone-and-granite tower soaring 548 feet into the sky. At the top stands a far
more famous monument to one of Butler’s fellow Quakers: William Penn, the founder of the city
and of the state that bears his family name.Penn arrived in America in 1682, dreaming of
freedom and profits. Many of his fellow first settlers of Pennsylvania were also Quakers, as
members of the Religious Society of Friends are still known. They were fleeing religious
persecution in England. Most threatening to the empire was the Quakers’ “Peace Testimony,” in
which the faithful pledge to abstain from “all outward wars and strife and fightings with outward
weapons, for any end or under any pretence whatsoever.” Thousands of Friends were
imprisoned for refusing to serve in the military or swear an oath to the king. Hundreds died in the
king’s jails.Penn promised his American colonists the right to substantial religious freedom and
self-government by an elected assembly. He also asked them to respect the rights of the native
Lenape peoples, whose ancestors had lived on the land he was colonizing for thousands of
years.But Penn was also a craven businessman. He had sold off half a million acres of Lenape
territory before he even opened talks with the tribal elders, and enslaved multiple Africans on his
estate. “Though I desire to extend religious freedom, yet I want some recompense for my
trouble,” Penn wrote. His settlers broke his promise to respect the Lenape almost
immediately.1This was the tension at the heart of the city Penn founded, the place he named
Philadelphia—“place of fraternal love” in ancient Greek—and of the country whose
independence was proclaimed in its statehouse in 1776. Conceived on ideals of peace, justice,
and brotherhood, it would be built on conquest and exploitation.The thirty-seven-foot-tall bronze
statue of Penn was installed atop the city hall tower in 1894. His broad-brimmed Quaker hat was
the highest point downtown for nearly a century.The simpler bronze plaque to Smedley Butler is
hidden inside the entrance, fifty stories below. It commemorates neither his years of conquest
nor his subsequent pursuit of peace, but a stint fighting Philadelphia’s gangsters when he briefly
led the city’s police department in the 1920s. The inscription reads:He enforced the law
impartiallyHe defended it courageouslyHe proved incorruptibleBy the nineteenth century,
Philadelphians had grown restless. Their city was perfectly positioned as a terminus for railroads
to haul settlers and troops across the continent, and to bring resources and money back the
other way. Through the former Lenape lands west of the Schuylkill River, the Pennsylvania state
government built a transportation corridor dubbed the “Main Line of Public Works.”Railroad



barons built summer mansions along the Main Line tracks. As the inner city swelled with
immigrants and formerly enslaved people in the years after the Civil War, the bosses set up
commuter service so they, and the bankers and lawyers who worked for them, could live in their
suburban homes full-time. In 1884, a few families set up a private high school on the grounds of
a Quaker college to educate the new crop of wealthy white boys growing up on the Main Line.
They called it the Haverford College Grammar School.One of the school’s students in 1898 was
Smedley Butler. He was the oldest son of a prominent Quaker family in the Main Line town of
West Chester. His father, Thomas S. Butler, was the district’s congressman. But the real money
and power belonged to the family of his mother, the former Maud Mary Darlington. The
Darlington name was all over West Chester’s streets, civic buildings, and banks. Thomas owed
his congressional office to Maud’s father, Smedley Darlington—one of his predecessors in the
seat, and the boy’s namesake.Smedley Butler was scrawny but scrappy. At sixteen years old, he
loved baseball, football, and his classmates’ attention. The only classes he liked were public
speaking and Latin, where the teacher offered dramatic retellings of ancient naval battles. (“He
could so imitate a storm raging on the sea around the Roman galleys,” Butler would later
recall.)2 His father, Thomas, expected the boy to follow him into law. Acting might have been a
better career choice, but Smedley was not conventionally handsome. Thomas had saddled him
with the signature Butler nose, a protruding hawk’s beak that dominated his young face. The rest
of his features were pure Maud: puffy steel-blue eyes, sandy reddish hair, and a wily resting
smirk.In early 1898, Thomas began bringing home stories from Washington about a brewing
political crisis with Spain. One of the old Iberian empire’s last remaining colonies, Cuba, was in
revolt. Cuban exiles and their scattered allies among the U.S. elite were trying to push Congress
to intervene.In late January, President William McKinley dispatched the USS Maine, one of the
Navy’s first two steel battleships, to protect American business interests and lives.Then, on
February 17, the Philadelphia Inquirer dropped on the Butlers’ doorstep with startling news. The
Maine had exploded in Havana Harbor. At least 258 American sailors and Marines were dead.
Smedley pictured their lifeless faces, floating in the burning bay.For an upper-class couple like
Maud and Thomas, the Maine disaster was a blow to America’s nascent global ambitions. For a
distracted teenager, it offered something even more consuming: a mystery. No one knew what
had caused the explosion. For weeks, newspapers ramped up speculation, offering competing
theories. Joseph Pulitzer’s New York World quoted an American doctor who claimed to have
overheard Spaniards in Havana making threats against the Maine before it blew. Not to be
outdone, William Randolph Hearst’s New York Journal claimed, without evidence,
DESTRUCTION OF THE WAR SHIP MAINE WAS THE WORK OF AN ENEMY. The media
mogul offered an astounding $50,000 cash reward (over $1.5 million today) for “exclusive
evidence that will convict the person, persons or government criminally responsible.”3No
evidence was found. On March 21, a U.S. naval court of inquiry announced that the destruction
looked consistent with an outside explosion—possibly by a floating mine. But even the court had
to admit that it could not fix responsibility for the destruction of the ship “upon any person or



persons.”4But by then, Smedley, like millions of other Americans, knew exactly whom to blame.
In their attempts to push the United States into the fight for Cuban independence, the war
caucus had spent years selling stories of Spanish cruelty. One Spanish colonial governor in
particular, Don Valeriano Weyler y Nicolau, had become a villain at American dinner tables for
killing noncombatants, burning homes and farms, and his forces’ taste for rape and
torture.“Butcher” Weyler’s most notorious innovation was aimed at starving the insurgency of
public support. He had ordered hundreds of thousands of Cuban civilians rounded up into
squalid garrison towns, behind barbed wire and guarded by soldiers with machine guns. The
Spanish called it reconcentración. U.S. newspapers translated it into a newly coined term:
concentration camps.5Photographs circulated of grown men reduced to living skeletons and
visitors sitting atop mountains of reconcentrado bones. In a typical article, the New York Times
reported that forty Cuban men, women, and children had tried to evade capture in a cave in
Matanzas Province, only to have the Spanish soldiers set fire to the caverns and shoot those
who ran outside gasping for air.6Such stories hit close to home for Philadelphia Quakers raised
on accounts of their ancestors’ torture and imprisonment without trial. A Quaker newspaper, the
Friends’ Intelligencer and Journal, featured the eyewitness reports of Clara Barton—the founder
of the American Red Cross, who was in Cuba to distribute food and medical aid to the camps—
describing her volunteers’ battles with “filth and death.”7 As winter turned to spring in 1898, the
Friends establishment continued condemning Spanish brutality in Cuba while characteristically
protesting the American march to war.But the boys at the Haverford School were not interested
in such nuances. When Congress declared war, they gathered around the bonfires singing “We’ll
Hang Governor Weyler to a Sour Apple Tree” and stripped the yellow from the maroon in their
school’s colors so it would look less like the Spanish flag.8Schoolyard rallies weren’t enough for
Maud Butler’s oldest son. “I clenched my fists when I thought of those poor Cuban devils being
starved and murdered by the beastly Spanish tyrants,” Butler later said. “I was determined to
shoulder a rifle and help free little Cuba.”9There were several obstacles to overcome before he
could join the cause. The first was his age—two years below the minimum. An attempt to sneak
off and convince the local Army unit to take him ended with the commander telling him to “run
along home.”10Then there was his father. Thomas Butler had joined nearly all of his Republican
colleagues in voting for the war, but he wasn’t about to see his eldest child go off and die in a
Caribbean ditch.Thorniest of all were the Quakers. Neither of his parents were devout, but they
had passed on many of their sect’s values to their son. His whole life, Smedley would address
his loved ones in the Quaker plain style: using “thee” and “thou,” always signing letters to Maud
“thy affectionate son.” Although both of Smedley’s grandfathers had fought for the Union in the
Civil War, that had been considered a special case by some Friends, whose opposition to war
was matched only by their hatred of slavery.It was Maud who broke through the barriers. She
understood, more than anyone, what going to war meant to her son. Had the world been
different, she likely would have gone to fight Spain herself.To Thomas, she suggested letting
Smedley start at a junior officer’s rank: a benefit available to the rich and politically connected at



the time, and one that might serve to keep him in training longer and out of the hottest fights.To
the West Chester Quaker meeting, she made her position plain: expel Smedley and the
Darlington family fortune goes with him.The solution to the age problem turned out to be the
easiest of all. On a Monday morning in April before dawn, Smedley snuck out again. This time,
his mother was with him. While Thomas slept, Maud and her teenage son walked the half mile to
the West Chester train station. Nearly six hours and two trains later, they arrived at the Marine
Barracks in Washington, D.C. Maud waited outside as her son lied about his age to the colonel
commandant.11 He surely did not care. The Marines needed all the bodies they could get.Butler
left the Haverford School before graduation to begin training. He was thrilled at the first sight of
the sergeant major who led his instruction: a towering spit-and-polish Scotsman who had fought
under Sir Horatio Kitchener in the recent British colonial conquest of the Sudan.12 But as the
days unfolded, Smedley realized where he really was: a holding pen for daddy’s boys. One of
Butler’s fellow recruits was George Reid, nephew of a high-ranking Marine Corps officer with the
same name. Another was Robert Francis Wynne, the son of a prominent New York journalist—a
pretty boy with short hair pomaded and parted down the middle. (For reasons lost to time, the
boot campers decided to call him “Pete.”)The sergeant major drilled the boy recruits on what
were considered essential officers’ skills, like memorizing regulations and organizing dress
parades.In the meantime, Lt. Col. Robert W. Huntington’s new Marine battalion deployed to
Cuba without them. At night, Smedley, Pete, and George would hunker down with the
newspaper, devouring the updates from the correspondents on the beach where the Marines
had landed: Guantánamo Bay.The junior officers’ deployment orders finally arrived the day after
the Fourth of July 1898. Maud made sure she and Thomas were at New York Harbor to see their
son off. She wore her best blue-and-white silk dress with the big balloon sleeves. Smedley
watched her standing on the dock until she’d vanished into the horizon.13TWOGUANTÁNAMOIt
would take Butler five days to reach Guantánamo by ship. A century later, there were faster ways
to get there. On a humid Monday before dawn, I joined the check-in line in a little-used
concourse at Fort Lauderdale–Hollywood International Airport, taking my place behind the
paunchy contractors, human-rights monitors in natural fibers, and yawning young veterans with
jet-black tattoos. The triweekly charter flight was operated by a cargo carrier with a fleet of
ancient Embraer regional jets that smelled, for some reason, like ammonia. The ticketing
website assured us we were going “to Guantanamo Bay … & Back Again.”The most direct route
would have been to fly directly over Cuba’s Sierra Cristal mountains to the naval station perched
on the island’s southeastern shore. But the Cuban government does not allow U.S. aircraft to go
that way—threatening to shoot down any plane that uses its airspace to reach a base Fidel
Castro once called a “dagger plunged into the heart of Cuban soil.”1 Instead our pilot traced a
route over the Bahamas, loping southeast until I spotted the peaks of my former home in Haiti.
Then he slashed back west over the white-capped waves of the Windward Passage. As I leaned
forward to snap a picture of Cuba’s emerald coast, I was nearly jolted out of my seat by what felt
like a dead stop in midair. The pilot executed a hard-right turn, then dove. The cabin rattled like a



cage as we careened sharply toward a tiny landing strip cut into the bay’s leeward edge. We
thudded down and skidded to a halt just as the dark blue sea came back into view.Stepping onto
the runway, I was blinded by sunlight. A U.S. sailor with a clipboard ordered me to remove my
sunglasses and hat. The only languages I heard as we crammed into seats on the gray fifty-foot
utility boat that would take us to the main part of the base were English and a smattering of
Arabic from the lawyers and translators. There was nothing other than the heat to indicate we
were in Cuba. We shoved off across the turquoise bay, the Stars and Stripes fluttering from the
stern.It had taken a lot of effort to get this far. Naval Station Guantanamo Bay is an active
installation.2 There are strategic airfields; Navy, Coast Guard, and of course Marine
detachments; and a naval hospital. It is also, more notably, home to the most notorious prison
camp in the world—a place where inmates are denied their basic rights and kept outside the
boundaries of any system of law. It had taken a year of phone calls and emails to convince the
Defense Department that I was not coming primarily to investigate the condition of the
detainees.I disembarked nearly at the same spot where Smedley Butler first set foot on foreign
soil over a century before. Chief Mass Communication Specialist Monique Meeks, the Navy
public affairs officer assigned to me, was waiting at the dock. With a volley of cheerful questions
about my trip, she ushered me into a white Ford pickup.The main drag, Sherman Avenue, looked
like a suburb in central Florida. We passed a supermarket/department store running a sale on
North Face jackets and an outdoor movie theater. There was the famous “Gitmo” McDonald’s,
where news photographers love to take pictures of Ronald McDonald waving past the
concertina wire. Past that were the residential neighborhoods: condo complexes with identical
plastic playgrounds on every cul-de-sac. The combined elementary, middle, and high school
was up the road.“So you’re here looking for the general. What was it again?” Meeks asked as we
sat down for lunch at a make-your-own-burrito place.“Smedley Butler.”“Right.” She smiled at the
name. Butler had not left anywhere near as much of a direct legacy at Guantánamo as he did in
the places he went after. He arrived as an unremarkable sixteen-year-old recruit, weeks after the
major battles had been fought. But this was nonetheless a vital site in the story of the United
States’ rise as a global hegemon, and in Butler’s life personally. Guantánamo Bay was not only
the first place he was deployed, but the first place U.S. forces landed in the 1898 war that
displaced Cuba’s incipient democracy—the invasion that kicked off the United States’ scramble
for empire. This installation was America’s oldest overseas base, a symbol of everything one
generation of leaders dreamed the United States could be, and now the embodiment of what it
had become.The public affairs office had made a list of the historical sites I could see. “If you’re
interested in seeing the fence line, let me know. Have to check with the Marines,” Meeks said, as
she dipped a chip into her salsa.I decided to press my luck. I knew there was little chance of
seeing the prison camps. But I asked if we could go by the former site of Camp X-Ray—the
cellblock used to house the first prisoners brought from Afghanistan in 2002. The site was no
longer in use. The captives held there had long since been released, died, or moved to better-
guarded and more-hidden places. I thought maybe an abandoned site wouldn’t be off-



limits.Meeks was friendly and professional, but any journalist trying to visit the base was suspect
in the era of the prison camp, and doubly so in the age of Donald Trump. She said she’d look into
it.New arrivals had long been drawn to the inviting harbor on Cuba’s southeastern shore. Waves
of island-hopping peoples who first settled the Caribbean prized the bay, guarded by two curled
fingers of land a mile and a half apart. Inside is a coastline pocked with sheltering nooks, fringes
of wild mangrove, and high hills carpeted with sawgrass and cactus. They fished its plentiful
schools of snapper, jacks, and parrotfish, and hunted iguanas and small alligators in its hills. The
last of the native peoples who lived there, the Taíno, gave it the name it still bears today:
Guantánamo, “land between rivers.”Christopher Columbus first dropped anchor in the bay in
1494. Arriving from the neighboring island he called Hispaniola, he rowed to shore, stole some
fish off a barbecue a terrified group of Taíno had left behind, and claimed all of Cuba for his
employers in Spain.3During the European wars for domination of the Atlantic that followed,
Guantánamo remained a strategic prize. In 1741, the British vice admiral Edward Vernon
captured the bay and renamed it Cumberland Harbour. Vernon’s crew was full of sailors from
Britain’s North American colonies who wrote home encouraging their friends and relatives to
rush down to the bay—“now or never for a plantation on the island of Cuba.” Disease and local
resistance ended the brief occupation. But one of Vernon’s crewmen, Lawrence Washington,
was so inspired by the voyage that he named his new Virginia plantation after its commander.
Washington died soon after; the plantation—Mount Vernon—ended up in the hands of his half
brother George.4The people of the country Washington helped found would not give up their
hunger for the island, nor its valuable eastern harbor. When Thomas Jefferson left the White
House in 1809, he wrote his successor, James Madison, to suggest the places he should annex
next: Florida, Canada, and Cuba. With them, the author of the Declaration of Independence
wrote, “we should have such an empire for liberty as she has never surveyed since the
creation.”5The idea especially appealed to the next generations of enslavers, who saw Cuba as
a location for one or more potential slave states that could give them a permanent hold on
Congress and the Electoral College. In 1851, a group of Americans followed a Venezuelan-born
merchant, Narciso López, in an attempt to overthrow the Spanish colonial government in Cuba.
(The practice of carrying out a private invasion was known at the time as “filibustering.”) When
the plotters were discovered and executed in Havana, whites rioted in New Orleans to demand
the U.S. annex Cuba anyway. López had tried to recruit Senator Jefferson Davis and Robert E.
Lee, then a U.S. Army major, to lead his mission. Both declined. But Davis kept pushing to annex
Cuba as the next president’s secretary of war.6Ironically, the future secessionists’ efforts were
undone by racism: several presidents balked at trying to purchase Cuba for fear of absorbing, as
President Millard Fillmore had put it, “a population of a different national stock, speaking a
different language.”7Even as Spain lost all its Latin American territories on the mainland, it kept
its hold on la siempre fiel isla—the ever-faithful island—by maintaining good relations with the
Cuban elites, who used their slave plantations to fill the empire’s tax coffers. But eventually the
liberal ideas of equality and self-government—and Africans’ quests for freedom that had



sparked revolutions in nearby Haiti and elsewhere across the Americas—stirred discontent in
Cuba as well. In 1868, a plantation owner named Carlos Manuel de Céspedes gathered his
enslaved workers at his sugar mill in eastern Cuba, declared them all free, and asked them to
join him in revolution. War raged for ten years, until the Spanish managed to exploit enough
racial, class, and regional divisions in Cuban society to crush the rebellion.8 But even a series of
reforms, including the abolition of slavery, did not quell Cubans’ hunger for independence.The
United States was emerging from its own civil war at the time. Destructive as that conflict had
been, it rechanneled the profits of a prewar economy built on Black labor, cotton, continental
expansion, and the financing of all three into an industrial boom. That boom had in turn been
fueled by new waves of immigration, wartime leaps in technology, and resources taken from the
conquest of even more Native American lands.The new wealth changed the way Americans ate.
Until then, their diets had consisted mostly of things that could be grown or wouldn’t spoil at
home: pork, usually salted or smoked, mashed up corn, and easily stored vegetables like
turnips, pumpkins, and beans.9 With more money, tastier food could be imported. The most
popular import was sugar. From 1866 to the turn of the twentieth century, U.S. national sugar
consumption skyrocketed from roughly half a ton to 2.66 million tons per year.10 Manufacturers
depended on sugar for canning. Mothers put it in their children’s porridge. Brewers used it for
beer. And by far the largest supply of sugar—nearly equal to all other sources, foreign and
domestic combined—came from Cuba.11The island in turn became dependent on the U.S.
market. Cuban and American capitalists poured money and labor into sugar production, letting
other industries wither away. When, in 1894, Congress raised tariffs on Spain’s colonies, the
island’s economy reeled.A year later, an exiled Cuban journalist, poet, and activist named José
Martí took advantage of the economic unrest. Martí had spent years in the United States raising
money and weapons from Cuban émigrés. In April 1895, Martí landed his rebel force near
Guantánamo and launched a new war.Martí’s revolution offered a new generation of Americans
a chance to revisit the idea of making Cuba part of their “empire for liberty.” The war caucus was
led by the thirty-seven-year-old Theodore Roosevelt, who at the time was New York City’s police
commissioner. The scion of a wealthy Manhattan family of manufacturers and landowners, and a
Harvard-trained historian and popular writer in his own right, Roosevelt believed the United
States was the future power of the world. He also believed it was the duty of the white race,
particularly the “English-speaking peoples,” to “spread into” and make productive the “world’s
waste spaces.”12 When McKinley won the presidency in 1896, Roosevelt finagled an
appointment as assistant secretary of the Navy and started pushing for war with Spain.McKinley
was not interested in Cuba. His full attention was on acting, in his campaign’s words, as an
“advance agent for prosperity”—which in practice meant as a servant of America’s new class of
multimillionaires. He was particularly loyal to a group of businessmen who had paid off his
crippling debts from an 1893 depression, then bankrolled his way to the White House. Those
backers were nervous about plunging into a costly overseas war. Moreover, the power to declare
war still rested firmly in Congress—where any bill depended on the support of former



Confederates, who, stripped of their slave economy, no longer had as much use for Cuba.To sell
the case for war, expansionists and Cuban exiles organized junkets to publicize the horrors of
Spanish rule. Many Americans were especially moved by the story of Martha Thurston, a U.S.
senator’s wife who died of a heart attack on an aid mission to “Butcher” Weyler’s concentration
camps.In an impassioned floor speech, Senator John Thurston declared it his wife’s dying wish
to free Cuba and its people. As if speaking directly to McKinley’s donors, he promised war would
literally pay dividends: “War with Spain would increase the business and the earnings of every
American railroad. It would increase the output of every American factory, it would stimulate
every branch of industry and domestic commerce, it would greatly increase the demand for
American labor, and in the end every certificate that represented a share of an American
business enterprise would be worth more money than it is worth today.”13On April 11, 1898, with
the inconclusive results of the inquiry into the Maine disaster in hand, McKinley asked Congress
for a declaration of war. To win the last holdouts, the legislators added a last-minute amendment
sponsored by Senator Henry Teller of Colorado promising not to formally annex the
island.Sanctioned by their government, Americans were swept up in the righteousness of their
cause. Teddy Roosevelt resigned his administration post and volunteered to organize an Army
cavalry unit. Even a middling student at a Quaker boys’ school on Philadelphia’s Main Line could
see himself as the vanguard of an international crusade.In a letter written three years earlier, the
revolutionary Martí had warned this day would come. Before dying in his very first battle, he told
a friend in Mexico that, if the Cubans did not win their independence quickly, the United States
would invade, and that from there a U.S. empire would grow. “My duty, as I understand it and
have the spirit to realize it, is to prevent, through Cuba’s independence, the United States
extending itself across … the lands of our America,” Martí wrote. “I lived inside the monster and I
know its guts.”14Second Lt. Smedley D. Butler arrived off Santiago de Cuba on July 10, 1898.
His first sight of a foreign country was a palm beach littered with burned-out ships. He thought
their splayed hulls looked like the ribcages of slaughtered animals.Butler had little time to get his
bearings before he, Pete Wynne, and George Reid were ushered off their transport onto a
smaller ship called the Vesuvius.15 The long dynamite cruiser was shaped like a knife, with
three fifteen-inch pneumatic guns that rose through the deck like trumpets, still cooling from
battle the night before. It took off with a jolt. For two hours, Smedley grabbed the railing, closed
his eyes, and tried not to throw up.At Guantánamo Bay, the recruits’ orders were to report to the
commander of the Marine battalion, Colonel Huntington, whose exploits in Cuba they had been
reading about in their training barracks for weeks. But when Smedley, Pete, and George stepped
onto the rickety dock in their dress blue uniforms, the colonel was nowhere to be found. All the
recruits got were snickers and derisive glances from the enlisted men. Most had arrived at
Guantánamo with the initial invasion force exactly one month earlier. They had been through a
lot in that time.At first, in the hours after the battalion’s June arrival, its position had seemed
secure. The Spanish garrison had already fled heavy bombardment from the U.S. warships in
the bay. But at eight o’clock that first night, a picket sounded the alarm. “The steady tramp of



men and the noise of rolling stones down the mountain side indicated the approach of the
enemy,” an aide recorded in the battalion diary.16The ambush began at dusk the second day.
Spanish Mauser bullets fell like rain. When the shooting stopped, the acting sergeant major and
the battalion’s only competent surgeon were dead. A patrol found two sentries under a tree.
Their bodies looked as if they had been butchered with a hatchet.17Colonel Huntington was an
experienced commander. He’d started as a young Union soldier in the first land battle of the Civil
War, Bull Run, thirty-seven years earlier. Since then, he’d commanded a legation guard in Japan,
protected U.S. property during a civil war in the Colombian state of Panama, and survived a
South Pacific typhoon. Throughout his career, the Marines had remained an undersized,
underfunded rump of the Navy. With America’s first overseas war, the government finally needed
the one tiny branch that had experience putting men with guns on ships. But everything about
the mission had been hasty and improvised. Huntington’s aging fellow officers had rounded up
every young white body they could find—mostly working-class men from across the Northeast.
Most had no fighting experience outside a bar.Terrified by how his Marines had fared in their first
taste of combat, Huntington rushed a message to his senior officer, Commander Bowman
Hendry McCalla on the flagship USS Marblehead, asking for permission to retreat.“You were put
there to hold the hill and you’ll stay there. If you are killed, I’ll come out and get your dead body,”
the commander replied.18That hill, McCalla knew, was key. If the Marines could hold the coast,
the Navy could control Guantánamo Bay as a point to anchor, refuel, and resupply. Its ships
could then secure the landing zone thirty miles down the coast at Daiquiri Beach, where the
main Army expeditionary force was to arrive in two weeks for the attack on Santiago de Cuba.If
they failed, the Spanish could neutralize the bay, and possibly win the war.America’s
expansionist dreams might have ended right there were it not for the next party to arrive: eighty-
two allied soldiers of the Cuban Regimento Guantánamo under the command of their colonel,
Enrique Thomas y Thomas. Most had been born in slavery. All were experienced insurgents—
mambises, they were called in Cuba—hardened in some cases by three decades of fighting for
their freedom.They also knew the area. Thomas, whose orders were to find the yanquis and
ensure their survival on the beachhead, asked for a meeting with McCalla aboard the
Marblehead. “Comandante,” Thomas said, “I promise you that if within three days from this
moment the situation has not improved, it will be because not one Cuban [of my regiment]
remains alive.”19The Cuban colonel then gave the Americans a history-changing piece of
intelligence: the reason Guantánamo Bay was so sparsely populated—why they had found
nothing but a bombed-out garrison and abandoned fishing village when they arrived—was that it
had few sources of fresh water. The Spanish were only able to remain in the area because of a
single well still in their possession, in a nearby valley called Cuzco. If the allies destroyed it,
Spain would be forced to retreat.On the morning of June 14, a joint force of mambises and
Marines had headed to the Cuzco Valley under the Cuban’s command. The Americans were
supervised by Capt. George F. Elliott, a pipe-smoking fifty-one-year-old Marine from Greene
County, Alabama. It was only a two-mile hike, but a fierce morning sun was baking the hills.



Woody cactuses and sawgrass slashed the men’s legs. Before long, some of the poorly trained
and dehydrated Marines began to falter.As the allies mounted the humpback ridge overlooking
the valley, they broke into three columns. When the first column reached the crest of the ridge, a
Cuban captain fired a single shot and the battle began.The Spaniards, highly visible in their
white uniforms, took cover under thickets of sea grape and fired back. Shouting “¡Viva Cuba
Libre!,” the mambises charged. Two were immediately killed. But the charge kept the Spanish off
the hillside. The second column of Cubans and Americans reached the front of the hill and
opened fire.Suddenly, a shell cracked out of the sky and exploded beside them. The Americans
and Cubans dove for cover.McCalla had dispatched the USS Dolphin, a steel-clad gunboat
powered by sails and coal, to bombard the area in support of the ground force. But the sailors
had mistaken the second allied column for their enemies. The Americans were shooting at
themselves.Elliott ordered a signalman to call off the ship. But the message didn’t get through.
Shells were getting closer by the second. Sgt. John Henry Quick, an aptly named twenty-seven-
year-old from West Virginia, raced to the top of the hill, where he knew he would be visible to
both ship and enemy. Fixing a polka dot handkerchief to a stick, Quick used an old Civil War–era
signal code called “wig-wag” to carefully spell out the ship’s name—a confirmation of his identity.
The signalman on the Dolphin confirmed, and the ship’s six-pounder guns and revolving cannon
quieted. Then Quick signaled again, this time communicating the correct range
coordinates.20Shells exploded in the sea grape thicket. The Spanish scattered for their lives.
Some ran directly into Enrique Thomas’s third column and were mowed down. For five hours,
the allies hunted down stragglers.That evening, the Americans and Cubans destroyed the well
and burned the Spanish comandancia. Four hundred and four years of Spanish rule in
Guantánamo were over. Some Marines stuck a pole into the ground, and Lt. Herbert Draper
hoisted the Stars and Stripes. Pvt. Frank Keeler recorded the moment in his diary: “Three times,
three cheers went up from the battalion, and from all the ships in the harbor came back an
answering echo … ‘The Flag up, and up to stay.’”21Today the Cuzco Valley lies inside a
weapons storage area, off-limits even to most naval station personnel. As a result, it’s uncannily
well preserved.On a sunbaked morning, Chief Meeks drove me there in the white pickup truck.
The small-town bustle of the main base fell away as we crunched into the green hills along a fine
gravel road. In the middle of the valley, amid woody cactuses, there was what looked like a
broken well with a stone foundation and yellow brick sides, covered loosely with rotted wood
beams. A few feet away lay a mound of broken red brick.After a few minutes poking around the
high weeds, Meeks found a path and started hiking up the ridge. Despite a loose rock the size of
a cantaloupe careening into my shin, I managed to scramble after her to the top. The view was
magnificent. We were 350 feet above the sea. The Atlantic stretched to the horizon. To our left
was the next razorback ridge. Beyond it, just out of sight, was the main complex of the prison
camp.Standing there, Meeks recounted the version of the story that’s been passed down by
generations of the U.S. military: “Huntington dispatched two companies with the support of the
Dolphin. But then the Dolphin started firing on the Marines!” Meeks pointed with her sunglasses



to the edge of the green ridge, where Sergeant Quick had stood. “The Spanish were coming up
after him. He got the Dolphin to take them out.” She mimicked the sound of a gun.But that
framing of the story leaves out a crucial detail: the Cubans. Not only was destroying the well the
Cuban colonel’s idea, the mission was carried out under his command. Captain Elliott, the future
Marine Corps commandant who supervised the Americans, affirmed that at least 10 percent of
his force abandoned the fight because of heatstroke. Thomas courteously credited the
Americans as “brave and patriotic” but noted that “the climate has told on them.” In the battle’s
decisive moments, the allies found themselves in hand-to-hand combat in the razor-sharp grass,
a style of fighting at which the more experienced mambises excelled.Without the Cuban fighters’
intervention, it seems likely Spain would have kept the well, the bay, and maybe the island.
Guantánamo today might be known as a Caribbean Mallorca. Or, if the Cubans had not come to
save the Marines, maybe they would have simply won the war on their own, in which case
Guantánamo Bay would still be in their hands. Instead, all three nations’ stories went in radically
different directions.The American reimagining of the Battle of Cuzco Well began immediately.
Captain Elliott had pressed Stephen Crane—the celebrated author of The Red Badge of
Courage who’d come to Guantánamo as a correspondent for Joseph Pulitzer’s New York World
—into service as an aide at Cuzco Well. Crane’s dispatch from the battle recast Sergeant Quick
as a latter-day version of the hero of his Civil War novel, who at the climax also weathers enemy
fire while holding a flag.Crane relegated the Cubans to nameless extras: a “hard-bitten, under-
sized lot, most of them negroes,” whose “animal-like babble” (otherwise known as Spanish) was
just another noise on the battlefield. When he revised the story for his memoirs, he wrote the
Cubans out almost completely.22Those were essentially the versions of the story of the Battle of
Cuzco Well that Smedley Butler, Pete Wynne, and George Reid stayed up reading at night in the
Marine Barracks in Washington. “[The Marines] had hit some stiff fighting, and the papers had
been filled with details of their fine conduct,” was all Butler remembered of the stories decades
later.23Those who’d gone to Cuba with the idea that they were going to save people who looked
like José Martí—a fair-skinned son of Spanish immigrants—were shocked to learn that most of
the Cuban army and 40 percent of its officers were Black. Once the U.S. Army arrived, they also
found themselves relying on segregated Black units, such as the “Buffalo Soldiers” of the Tenth
Cavalry, who landed with Gen. William Shafter’s V Corps at Daiquiri Beach on June 22.White
American troops “showed less contempt for the white-skinned Spanish enemy before them than
for the blacks battling alongside them,” the historian Adriane Lentz-Smith has written.24 After
Roosevelt’s spotty record in the July battles for Santiago (among other things, his “Rough
Riders” could not bring their horses), the future president burnished his reputation by repeatedly
telling a story about pulling a gun on Black U.S. soldiers he thought were fleeing the Battle of
San Juan Hill—only to be informed by an aide at the last second that they were restocking
rations behind the lines. Roosevelt knew white readers would get the joke: that it was natural to
assume Black soldiers were cowards. Yet Roosevelt knew the truth—that the Buffalo Soldiers
had played a critical role in the charge that would make him a national celebrity.*As the war



neared its end, the dismissal of Black soldiers on all sides hardened into a conviction that
Cubans were a “mongrel” race unfit for self-rule.25 In the late summer of 1898, the New York
Times interviewed a white U.S. Army major whose unit was accused of cowardice. He tried to
shift blame to his Cuban allies, calling them the “dirtiest, laziest, most worthless lot of niggers it
has ever been my lot to encounter” and “an absolute hindrance to us at all times.” But, the
American officer concluded, “We didn’t go to Cuba to fight for the Cubans anyway. We went
there to avenge the Maine and I think we succeeded.”26When the commandant in Washington
had informed Butler, Pete Wynne, and George Reid that they were to join Huntington’s now-
famous battalion in July 1898, Smedley’s mind had raced with excitement and dread. “I had
done so much talking about this war that there was no way out of it,” he later recalled.27Now he
was at Guantánamo and still could not find the colonel he was supposed to report to. Following
directions at the docks, the three friends climbed the hill that housed the main cluster of tents,
which the Marines called Camp McCalla. By the time they reached the top, they were drenched
with sweat through their blue wool dress uniforms. But all they found were a group of old men
with matted beards lazing on boxes and canvas chairs. These men were wearing undershirts
and pieces of khaki uniforms the recruits had not seen before. Orderlies, Butler assumed. He
asked one of them for directions to the lieutenant colonel. The old man arched an eyebrow.
“Going to help him win the war are you?” he asked. The others laughed.Furious, Pete Wynne
ordered the old man to stand in the presence of officers. This made the other old men laugh so
hard one of them fell off the box he’d been sitting on.Just as Butler was about to start yelling too,
a private came up, saluted the man in the canvas chair, and called him “Colonel.” Huntington
nodded back.Things only got worse from there. Smedley learned that the man who’d laughed
himself off the box was his new captain, Mancil C. Goodrell. The bearded, ramrod Ohioan
towered over Smedley’s skinny, five-foot-eight frame. He handed him one of the new linen khaki
uniforms, better suited for the heat, then motioned for the recruit to follow. Butler picked up the
little tin trunk containing everything he’d brought to Cuba: some shirts, underwear, a sewing bag,
an extra pair of shoes, and a Bible. Then he followed the captain to his first post, a salt marsh on
the edge of camp.As second lieutenant, Butler should have been in charge of the picket. But the
men barely regarded him, having already taken their positions for the night. Goodrell patted
Butler on the head and left him in the hands of a sergeant. The lower-ranking officer laid out
Smedley’s bedroll under a bush, then went back to the line.As night settled in, Butler watched
the moonlit leaves above him. The air was thick as steam. Fat mosquitoes pelted his arms and
back. Suddenly, a rifle cracked. His body jerked involuntarily, bracing for the bullet. But the only
noises he heard next were the heaving of his own breath and his hands shaking against the
bedding. All he wanted was to go home to his mother. He stayed awake until Goodrell returned
at dawn.28Looking back across a storied battlefield career, it might seem strange that Butler
would carry with him a memory of that single sleepless night. But he would never forget the fear
and isolation he felt on his first night at war, just when it seemed he had finally arrived.In truth, it
wasn’t the enemy Butler should have feared that night. Seven times as many U.S. troops died



from illness as from battle wounds in the war—mostly typhoid, as well as malaria and yellow
fever.29 Officers tried to control the epidemics with strict hygiene, but they were woefully ill-
informed about what measures to take. They had mostly ignored the work of Cuban scientist
Carlos Finlay, who theorized two decades earlier that yellow fever was transmitted by
mosquitoes. It would not be until after the war, in 1900, that Maj. Walter Reed, a U.S. Army
physician and namesake of the future military hospital, would go to Cuba and prove Finlay’s
theory to the military’s satisfaction—a breakthrough that would pay dividends in tropical
operations to come.Butler was not spared in the meantime. A few weeks into his deployment at
Guantánamo, he was knocked down with a raging fever, the first of countless bouts with tropical
disease he would face in his career. Captain Goodrell visited him regularly in his sickbed. “He
came and read to me and rubbed my hot head and did me innumerable little kindnesses,” Butler
recalled.30It isn’t clear why the fifty-four-year-old veteran took such a shine to the sandy-haired
recruit. Maybe he identified with him, having joined the military as a teenager in the Civil War. Or
maybe Goodrell had been ordered to look after a useful congressman’s son.Whatever his
motivation, the attention created an indelible bond. After Butler recovered, Goodrell took him on
hikes beyond the perimeter of the camp, where he imparted life lessons. He taught the young
officer to always look out for his enlisted men: “If you will insist on carrying but the canteen of a
single man, your company will move.”31Another time, on a two-man patrol through the moonlit
cactus hills into enemy territory, Goodrell remarked that it seemed like a good night for an
ambush. Seeing the teenager was properly spooked, Goodrell subjected him to a terrifying tale
about being the sole survivor of such an attack during the Civil War. It was a good story. It might
have even been true. Butler took the implicit message and carried it with him for the rest of his
life: never show fear, especially in front of another Marine.The perimeter that Butler and Goodrell
patrolled in 1898 differs only slightly from the limits of the naval station today. The line is still
guarded by Marines. One balmy afternoon, Meeks and I were escorted out to the base’s far
edge by Sgt. Tanner Bullock. As we raced down the desert road, I spotted two layers of fencing.
One was made of chain link topped with coiled barbed wire. Beyond that ran a line of high nets
strung between wooden poles.“Whiskey Echo Five Bravo,” Bullock rattled into his radio. “Two
pax. Heading for end zone.”Our destination was Marine Observation Post 31. The installation
itself is unremarkable: a low-slung concrete building painted in forest-green camouflage and an
olive-drab watchtower, marked on its Cuba-facing sides with American flags. What sets it apart
is its job: overseeing the North East Gate, the main door between the United States’ oldest
overseas base and the Republic of Cuba.For more than half the twentieth century, Cubans and
Americans crossed freely back and forth through that gate. The adjacent city of Caimanera was
a famous “liberty town” where servicemen got loaded and stumbled in and out of bordellos. In
turn, many Cubans held jobs as drivers, janitors, and waiters on the base. In the days when
Cuba was a U.S. tourists’ playground, Gitmo was known as a low-pressure post of tropical
sunsets and carnivals sponsored by Bacardi rum.The arrangement had its roots in the aftermath
of 1898, when McKinley’s secretary of war, Elihu Root, drafted a law laying out conditions for a



partial withdrawal of U.S. troops. Stuffed into an appropriations bill by the powerful senator
Orville Platt, the law said the U.S. could invade Cuba again whenever it wanted and barred
future Cuban governments from making treaties with other powers. It also required Cuba to “sell
or lease to the United States lands necessary for coaling or naval stations”—namely,
Guantánamo Bay.With that, U.S. corporations and banks—including J. P. Morgan & Co., Sullivan
& Cromwell, and the powerful United Fruit Company—gained control of Cuban sugar, tobacco,
railroads, mining, and utilities.32 Whenever their control or profits were threatened, they sent the
Marines from Guantánamo. In 1912, for instance, the Marines crushed an uprising by Black
Cuban war veterans demanding equal rights. Such invasions and occupations were a constant
source of humiliation for a people who had spent thirty years fighting for independence. “I don’t
think they even respected their own mothers. They would approach the houses, see a pretty
woman in the window or in the doorway, go up to her, and say, ‘Fucky, fucky, Margarita,’ and in
they would go,” Esteban Mesa Montejo, an Afro-Cuban veteran of the independence war, told an
interviewer in the 1960s.33The Platt Amendment was repealed as a part of a general softening
of the U.S. imperial presence in Latin America in 1934. But its replacement law maintained the
U.S. right to keep Guantánamo forever—affirming it could leave the bay whenever it wanted but
providing no provision by which Cuba could terminate the lease.34U.S. control over Cuba’s
government remained similarly intact. In the 1950s, Cuba was run by Fulgencio Batista, a Cuban
army sergeant who had seized power in a coup. Under his rule, the per-capita value of U.S.
investments in Cuba was three times more than its investments in the rest of Latin America
combined.35 In exchange, the United States looked the other way at Batista’s repressive
violence and his constant short-circuiting of democracy.The bond between Batista and
Washington created an unassailable link in many Cubans’ minds between capitalism,
dictatorship, and the United States. Some looked back to José Martí and the independence war
for inspiration. Fidel Castro, a lawyer who tried to run for congress in an election Batista
canceled, had grown up on a farm less than sixty miles from Guantánamo Bay. Castro’s
absentee father was a former Spanish soldier who fought against the Cubans and Americans,
then made a tidy fortune as a tenant sugar plantation manager for United Fruit.36In 1953, Castro
was arrested for leading an attack on a government barracks in Santiago. At his trial, he mocked
Batista with an allusion to Martí’s last letter, calling the dictator a “monstruum horrendum” who
“doesn’t even have guts.”37 From exile, Castro launched a revolution by further emulating Martí:
procuring a yacht, filling it with fighters and weapons, and sailing for eastern Cuba.As Castro’s
guerrillas fought their way through the mountains, the U.S. funneled firebombs to Batista’s troops
from Guantánamo Bay. After the dictator fled into exile on New Year’s Day 1959, Castro declared
he had completed the work of the mambises: “This time … the revolution will be consummated.
It will not be like the War of 1895, when the Americans arrived and made themselves masters of
the country.” Castro’s new government nationalized U.S. subsidiaries, including his father’s
former landlords at United Fruit.38Nothing mocked Castro’s vision of total independence more
than the naval station in his childhood backyard. But all he could do was symbolically refuse to



cash America’s monthly rent checks of $4,085. (Castro claimed to keep them in a desk
drawer.)39In 1960, the U.S. imposed a crippling embargo on Cuba after Castro nationalized two
U.S. oil refineries that refused to process Soviet petroleum.40 In 1961, the naval station took part
in a thwarted coup attempt at the Bay of Pigs. A year later, the discovery of Soviet missiles in
Cuba nearly provoked a nuclear war, prompting the temporary evacuation of all civilians from
Guantánamo Bay.After a Cuban soldier was shot to death near the fence line in 1964—by a
Marine, Castro said—the Cuban leader took a page from Enrique Thomas and tried cutting off
the base’s water supply. The U.S. commander built desalination plants.41 Sergeant Bullock
proudly showed me the cut water pipe near the Marine guard post, preserved as a symbol of the
severed ties.The empire and its recalcitrant client state built opposing guard posts on opposite
sides of the naval station’s perimeter. They dug trenches, planted cactuses, and buried tens of
thousands of land mines. When Cubans threw rocks at the observation posts, the Americans
built the high net fences. The Cubans put up floodlights to blind the American sentries. The
Marines responded by building a giant reflector disc bearing the Corps seal: the Eagle, Globe,
and Anchor.I climbed the observation tower with Sergeant Bullock and looked over the fence
into the no-man’s-land, where thousands of rusting land mines were still buried under the brush.
On one side was a totalitarian Communist state, dedicated to thumbing its nose at U.S.
imperialism while ensuring complete domination over its own people. On the other was the forty-
five-square-mile base, the birthplace of America’s overseas empire, now surrounded by hostile
territory.The North East Gate was essentially sealed. The last remaining Cuban workers either
quit or moved permanently to the American side. Those still living on the installation are retired
now, in a convalescent home on one of the base town’s cul-de-sacs. They are the last of a
generation of Cubans who remember a time when Guantánamo Bay represented, even to a few,
something different than it does today.The public relations office turned down my request to visit
Camp X-Ray. “It’s slated for demolition, and there’s a lot of debris. We wouldn’t want you getting
hurt,” Meeks explained, with a bit of a wink.I did get a view of the empty cages of the former
Camp Iguana, where children as young as thirteen were once held.42 And I was given a brief,
distant glimpse of the warrens of barbed wire that marked the security check to the main prison
camp, as Meeks watched closely to make sure I didn’t sneak a photo. But mostly, I had to rely on
inference to suss out when I was close to something or someone with ties to the prison. An
increase in “No Photography” signs was one telltale clue. I also learned that those currently
assigned to prison duty removed their Velcro name patches from their uniforms, so detainees
couldn’t identify them.The insistence on hiding any trace of the detention center seemed to go
beyond a mere need for security. Only forty people were imprisoned at the base when I visited,
out of a high-water mark of roughly 780. It was not hard to keep them out of sight. Tramping
through the weeds at the former Camp X-Ray would have likely revealed little about what had
gone on there, much less in the interrogation rooms where prior detainees have reported they
were isolated, shackled for hours, and forced to urinate on the floor. The most extreme torture is
believed to have been done far from Guantánamo entirely, in “black sites” in Afghanistan and



friendly client states such as Thailand, Saudi Arabia, and Morocco.43 So what was my
government so intent on hiding?On my last night on the base, as I walked down an unlit winding
road to my assigned quarters, I thought about someone I used to know. James Foley and I went
to the same journalism school, a few years apart. After he graduated, we’d struck up a friendship
over text and email. In 2012, he vanished while covering Syria’s civil war. Years went by without
news. Then in August 2014, my phone buzzed with Jim’s name. But it wasn’t a text from him. A
video titled “A Message to America” had been released by the radical jihadist group calling itself
the Islamic State in Iraq and al-Sham. While a masked man loomed over him, Jim recited a
message denouncing the latest round of U.S. bombing in Iraq. His last recorded words were, “I
guess, all in all, I wish I wasn’t an American.” Then the man cut off his head.44For his execution,
Jim’s killers dressed him in a safety-orange jumpsuit, the radioactive hue of hunting vests and
traffic cones. We all knew what it symbolized: it was the color of the jumpsuits at Guantánamo
Bay. A Spanish journalist held with Jim wrote that ISIS had modeled its whole underground
gulag on the secret American prison system exemplified by Guantánamo. Captives were
handcuffed and blindfolded, stripped naked, waterboarded, and subjected to mock
executions.45 By dressing an American journalist in Guantánamo’s color—a uniform some of his
captors had been forced to wear—ISIS believed it was justifying his murder and showing
America’s moral bankruptcy, while recruiting others to their cause.It was that strange, terrible
quality, that unending symbolic power, that ran like a live wire through Guantánamo’s history. The
features that made the bay a plaything of European empires also made it the target for America’s
first overseas invasion. Its resulting status—not quite Cuba, not quite the United States—
provided the legal justification for George W. Bush’s administration to argue the prison there
would not be subject to any nation’s laws. The erasing and dehumanization of nonwhites and
foreigners that marked the bay’s first days in American hands would echo through the wars of
empire to come.When the first blindfolded, shackled detainees touched down on the airstrip in
2002—guards shouting in their ears, “You are now the property of the U.S. Marine Corps!”—
Guantánamo completed its journey from landform to base to symbol.46 Its name became
mythic, a black hole into which Americans could imagine their enemies simply disappeared; an
expression of the strength of the most powerful nation in the world, to be seen and feared by all,
consequences be damned. It was the silence that guards that myth, it seemed, that my minders
were charged with protecting above all.Butler’s last weeks at Guantánamo were a flurry of
activity. Cruisers steamed out of the bay to sink enemy ships and shell batteries along the
coastline. On July 21, 1898, the USS Massachusetts left with three thousand soldiers to conquer
Puerto Rico. News came in that U.S. forces had also landed in the Spanish colonies of the
Philippines and Guam. For days, rumors flew that the Marines were headed to a final, desperate
scrap for Cuba.On August 5, the battalion was ordered aboard the USS Resolute. “I am writing
this in a little hot stateroom so thee must not expect a very lengthy epistle,” Smedley wrote his
mother. “Word has just come that we are going to the Isle of Pines and that we will not get off
tomorrow. I don’t know where we will land and I guess nobody else does either.”47They never



reached the Isle of Pines.48 The Resolute ran into battle along the way at Manzanillo, a last
Spanish redoubt and a key port on Cuba’s southern coast. Mambises attacked by land. The
Resolute and five other ships supported them by sea. The ship’s guns deafened Smedley as
they convulsed the deck. Finally, the orders came: Marines ashore at dawn.All night, Butler
steeled his nerves for his first combat. He thought of his mother. He thought of his mission. He
tried to remember his training from Captain Goodrell.Finally, the sun broke over the Sierra
Maestra mountains, and a ship pulled alongside to deliver the news: Spain had signed an
armistice. Butler had not come to help win the war after all, at least not by firing a gun. He could
not know that U.S. military rule over Cuba would continue, nor that a new epoch of world history
had just begun. All he knew was that, for the moment, he and the Marines were going
home.THREELUZON, PHILIPPINESButler returned from Cuba feeling like a hero. As his
transport steamed into Portsmouth, New Hampshire, in August 1898, fishermen swarmed and
cheered the homecoming Marines from their boats. After a few weeks in mass quarantine, Butler
paraded with the battalion through a throng of fifteen thousand strong, screaming themselves
hoarse for the conquerors of Guantánamo.Philadelphia newspapers covered Butler’s arrival
home in West Chester. Maud and Thomas tried to coax him into staying and finishing school.
But Smedley felt like a warrior now, a man who’d seen and done too much to go back to books
and baseball. Next time, he quietly hoped, he might even get to see combat.Like most of his
countrymen, Smedley assumed the war was over. Spain had surrendered. Cuba was, as far as
Americans cared to know, free. But across the world’s biggest ocean, hasty decisions and
outsized ambitions had plunged the United States into its first Asian quagmire.Before heading to
Cuba, while still assistant secretary of the Navy, Roosevelt had ordered Commodore George
Dewey to gather his U.S. Asiatic Squadron in Hong Kong and, if war broke out, attack the
Spanish fleet in the nearby Philippines. On May 1, 1898—six days after the United States
declared war on Spain—Dewey did just that. The sneak attack was unexpectedly successful—
perhaps catastrophically so. In just over six hours, Dewey’s little squadron had captured, burned,
or sunk nearly the entire Spanish Pacific fleet in Manila Bay.1The victory “opened a vista of
possibilities,” as McKinley’s chief naval adviser, Capt. Alfred Thayer Mahan, put it. For three
years, revolutionaries on Luzon, the biggest and most populous island in the Philippines, had
been engaged in a revolution to overthrow Spanish rule. Some U.S. officials imagined an alliance
with a coequal Philippine Republic, which might be willing to lease the Americans a port or
two.2The more hard-core expansionists saw a bigger opportunity. Earlier that decade, in 1893, a
University of Wisconsin historian named Frederick Jackson Turner had proposed a theory to
explain both the astounding post–Civil War U.S. prosperity and a growing sense of unease. An
economic depression had been brewing at the time. Miners and railroad and factory workers
were going on strike for better wages, only to be crushed with deadly violence by police, private
security, and the National Guard. Some were turning to socialism or anarchism, emerging
philosophies that saw hierarchy and class oppression at the root of the suffering of the
poor.Turner offered an alternative thesis that was more appealing to America’s governing elites.



For centuries, he noted, Americans had flocked west across an ever-moving frontier in search of
what Turner called “free land.” Turner imagined that this frontier—the “meeting point between
savagery and civilization”—was a “magic fountain of youth” that had built a national character of
free enterprise, independence, and individualism. But in 1892, the superintendent of the U.S.
Census had announced that white settlers now claimed so much land in North America that
there could “hardly be said to be a frontier line” at all.3The implications of Turner’s “Frontier
Thesis” were alarming: if the frontier made America great, its vanishing portended doom.
Expansion’s end would mean not just a dwindling of resources to extract and Native American
lands to steal, speculate, and build on. It might mean the end of American capitalism itself.But
suddenly in 1898, thanks to Dewey’s victory in Manila Bay, a new source of “free land” beckoned
in the Philippines: Seven thousand fertile islands, tantalizingly stretching almost the exact length
of the west coast of the continental United States. An American East Indies. And a chance to
fulfill the ultimate aspiration of merchants and kings since the days of Marco Polo: a direct route
to China.Seizing the islands was legal, from a U.S. standpoint. Senator Teller’s amendment to
the declaration of war against Spain had only outlawed the annexation of Cuba. It said nothing
about other Spanish territories. U.S. forces had seized Puerto Rico; the arrival of a single Navy
cruiser was all it took to capture Guam. McKinley also used the cover of war to annex Hawai‘i, a
formerly independent kingdom overthrown by U.S. sugar planters in a private coup five years
earlier, as well as part of Samoa and the Wake Island atoll. With the addition of the Philippines,
that would all add up to a network of coaling stations that would at last allow American merchant
and warships to travel from the coast of California directly to the Far East—without ever having
to rely on another power’s ports.4But the Philippines would be the most daunting link in that
chain. The archipelago was home to more than seven million people. They spoke a hundred
languages and dialects and had a dizzying array of religions and cultures, including a Roman
Catholic majority on Luzon and large and historically independent Muslim populations in the
southern islands.Many Filipinos were also ready to continue fighting for their independence. The
nationalists on Luzon, mostly ethnic Tagalogs, had battled the powerful Spanish army to a
stalemate by 1898. When the Americans declared war on Spain, the president of the First
Philippine Republic, Emilio Aguinaldo, raced to a secret meeting with the U.S. consul in
Singapore. As Aguinaldo understood him, the consul promised the United States would honor
Filipino independence if he would join forces against their common enemy, Spain.5Aguinaldo’s
cabinet fiercely debated the offer. Some of his advisers believed Dewey’s Asiatic Squadron
might play the role for them that the Marquis de Lafayette and the French fleet had played for
George Washington’s forces in the American Revolution. Others feared they would simply be
trading one imperial master for another.6The deciding moment came when one of Aguinaldo’s
most trusted advisers argued that the United States’ principles of self-government—and its
founding creed, “that all men are created equal”—would never allow the North American giant to
become a colonial power. To underscore this faith, Aguinaldo and his cabinet quoted Jefferson’s
Declaration of Independence in their own (“that these Philippine Islands are, and of right ought



to be, free and independent”). And they adopted “the colors blue, red, and white … of the flag of
the United States of North America” for the new Philippine national banner, as another
“manifestation of our profound gratitude toward this great nation for its selfless protection.”7They
miscalculated. Many Americans did believe in a version of those principles; they’d inspired
thousands of young men like Smedley Butler to volunteer for a war against “the beastly Spanish
tyrants” in the first place. But there was no consensus that those principles ought to be extended
to everyone. As many American thinkers and officials saw it, most people on their own continent
did not deserve full rights, much less bronze-skinned islanders on a distant archipelago. Senator
Teller himself pronounced on the Senate floor: “The doctrine that the consent of the governed is
essential in a republican government has many exceptions.… We exclude the alien, we exclude
the ignorant and vicious, we exclude women and infants—rightfully.”8In fact, it had been even
more extreme authoritarian racism that came closest to preventing the annexation. Senator
Benjamin Tillman—a one-eyed ex-Confederate who’d overseen a surge in lynching as governor
of South Carolina and called for exterminating Black people who did not submit to white rule—
warned that annexing the Philippines would mean “another million and a half of negroes, ten
million Malays, Negritos, Japanese, and Chinese, to say nothing of the hundreds of thousands
of mongrels of Spanish blood” joining the republic. (Tillman bragged in the same speech about
having stripped Black people of their right to vote in South Carolina’s new state constitution, one
of the pioneering documents of Jim Crow.)9“Pitchfork Ben” Tillman, as he was known, was
absurdly racist, the kind of hissing Lost Causer who made Roosevelt’s circle sound humane by
comparison. But the aims of the supposedly more genteel Northerners were no less bloodthirsty.
In a speech to a Boston Republican club in 1898, four days before Dewey’s attack on Manila
Bay, Senator Albert J. Beveridge of Indiana, a close Roosevelt ally, had declared that “the
Philippines are logically our first target,” and if, “as a part of the Almighty’s infinite plan,” that
meant “the disappearance of debased civilizations and decaying races before the higher
civilization of the nobler and more virile types of man”—then so be it.10For Roosevelt and his
allies, these ideas meshed seamlessly with the notions of good government and conservation
that inspired them elsewhere to create food safety laws and the first national parks.11 Rudyard
Kipling, the bard of British imperialism, spun the idea into a catchphrase in his new poem “The
White Man’s Burden”—which he dedicated in a forgotten subtitle to “The United States and the
Philippine Islands.”This debate was taking place in a time of compromise, since dubbed the
Redemption Era, in which white Northerners and white Southerners healed the divisions of the
Civil War by tolerating the reestablishment of white supremacy through both legislation and
violence, while focusing on their own prosperity. “Foreclosing black citizenship seemed a small
price to pay for reunion between North and South, and between Northern capital and Southern
capitalists,” Adriane Lentz-Smith has written. War was central to this project.12In the Philippines
and the other newly seized territories, the compromise found between the racist isolationists and
the racist expansionists was blessedly simple: the Philippines and other new colonies would fall
under U.S. control, but their peoples would have no rights under the Constitution.The Supreme



Court sanctioned the idea. The justices—seven of whom had just upheld domestic segregation
in Plessy v. Ferguson—found in 1901 that, though Puerto Rico was not a “foreign country,” it was
“foreign to the United States in a domestic sense”—“inhabited by alien races” who could not be
governed “according to Anglo-Saxon principles.” Over the following years, similar findings would
be applied to the Philippines, Guam, and what would soon be called American Samoa. Just as
Plessy had allowed the racial division of the continental United States, the so-called Insular
Cases split the new imperial United States into “‘practically two national governments,’ one
bound by the Bill of Rights, the other not,” the historian Daniel Immerwahr has written.13On
August 13, 1898, the Spanish helped the Americans stage a mock battle in Manila, surrendering
the capital to the United States before Aguinaldo’s army could enter.14 (The Spanish generals
preferred to leave the islands to a white-ruled nation rather than admit defeat to native Malays.)
When the Filipinos protested that the Americans were reneging on their deal, the State
Department denied knowing anything about its consul’s promises in Singapore.McKinley sealed
the betrayal with a $20 million payment to Spain in exchange for international recognition of U.S.
rule over the Philippines. He then issued a proclamation to all the peoples of the archipelago,
promising the United States had come “not as invaders or conquerors, but as friends” on a
mission of “benevolent assimilation.”15Relations on Luzon fell apart. “Where these sassy
niggers used to greet us daily with a pleasant smile and a Benhos Dias, Amigo, they now pass
by with menacing looks,” a First California Regiment soldier wrote home in January 1899.16 (In
that early stage of building a new white identity politics, that soldier’s only frame of racial
reference was apparently the European/African split, as expressed by the language’s basest
racial slur.)“All this never would have occurred,” a Black American soldier wrote anonymously to
a Wisconsin newspaper, “if the army of occupation would have treated [the Filipinos] as
people.”17The Army set up outposts to prevent attacks from their former allies. On February 4,
1899, a panicking twenty-three-year-old private in a unit from Lincoln, Nebraska, fired on a
group of Filipino soldiers near a reservoir on the outskirts of Manila, and the new war
began.Though the Americans outgunned their adversaries, it soon became clear that the state
volunteer units that made up the bulk of the U.S. Army—already stretched thin from fighting in
Cuba—were not up to the task of winning a war against Filipinos fighting on their own turf, for
their own homes. Congress began debating whether to increase the size of the standing federal
army, a step many Americans had long opposed.In the meantime, the federal government
deployed the reinforcements they already had direct control over: the Marine infantry. In April
1899, Butler accepted a commission as a first lieutenant of Marines and boarded a cross-
country train to San Francisco, bound for the archipelago.While I was packing for my trip to the
Philippines to search for the Marines’ legacy there, my phone buzzed with a news alert:
“Gunshots and explosions heard at a mall, casino and hotel complex near Manila’s international
airport.”I’d known already that the islands were mired in two overlapping crises. One was a slow-
burning campaign of repression focused on small towns and Manila’s slums. Officially dubbed
Operation Double Barrel—better known as the “War on Drugs”—it was in practice a green light



for police and allied gangs to murder the poor with impunity. From 2016 to 2018, between five
thousand and twenty thousand people were killed.18The other was a more literal war on the
southern island of Mindanao, where Muslim separatists in the city of Marawi had sworn
allegiance to the Islamic State. With the support of foreign advisers from the United States,
Russia, and China, the Philippine military was pounding the jewel of Maranao culture into
rubble.19The two crises had one thing in common: the country’s president, Rodrigo Duterte. The
lapsed Catholic mayor of the largest city on Mindanao, Duterte had won a surprise election in
2016 and quickly become known internationally for his bombast: cursing President Obama and
the pope, bragging about killing three men while he was mayor, and mocking his own daughter’s
disclosure of having been raped.20 Duterte openly aligned himself with figures from the brutal
Marcos dictatorship, which had ruled the Philippines from 1965 to 1986, and oversaw the
murder of thousands of Filipinos and the torture of tens of thousands more while enjoying the
robust support of the United States.It seemed at first that the casino attack was blowback from
the war in Marawi, especially after ISIS’s Syria-based propaganda network claimed
responsibility. But Philippine national police quickly issued a statement rejecting ISIS’s claim,
identifying the attacker as an out-of-work casino employee trying to pay off his debts.21 Adding
to the confusion, the police issued warnings that more terrorist attacks in Manila were imminent.
Figuring out what was going on in the Philippines, I realized, would not be easy.To help me
navigate this place, I arranged to work with a fixer—a translator and guide who specializes in
helping foreign reporters. Rica Concepcion was a veteran journalist herself, who had years of
experience covering her country and had crisscrossed Asia as a documentary producer until her
partner and co-filmmaker passed away. It was a testament to our countries’ disparities of wealth
and power, that a highly regarded Filipino journalist could make more working for a visiting
American than she could with an outlet at home.Rica burned through war stories as fast and
deliberately as she did her cigarettes. By the time we met, guiding foreigners through the War on
Drugs had become her full-time job. She and her Formula 1–ready driver, Manny, would pound
coffee and nicotine all night, waiting for a call to race to the latest “crime scene,” which in
Duterte’s upside-down world was a place where the police had just killed someone. They called
it “the night shift.”“I was glad when you called,” she told me as Manny jockeyed through traffic on
our first afternoon together. “You work during the day.”For our first outing, we toured the capital.
In the century since the first U.S. invasion, Manila had become massive beyond reckoning. More
than twenty million people live there, packed into what is now the capital of a nation of more than
one hundred million. Traffic is atrocious. Drivers jockey for position on the elevated highway that
arcs around the city like a coiled spine, past fashion billboards and pulsating waterfalls of LED
lights.After finding an exit ramp off the elevated highway, Manny raced down a narrow corridor of
market stalls, smoothly avoiding a slow-moving jeepney—one of the city’s ubiquitous
psychedelic-colored public buses, built in the style of old U.S. troop transports. Eventually we hit
a wall of traffic even Manny couldn’t break through.“I have to tell you, now that you’re here, it will
be hard to find Filipinos who know the American War,” Rica said as we waited to move.“Oh?” I



replied.She nodded. “People here don’t ask questions about the past.”I’d heard such warnings
before. The Filipino historian Vicente Rafael calls this the result of the “manufacturing of
amnesia,” a product of decades under U.S. colonial educators and elites who, as he told me,
“gave up and collaborated and benefited from American rule.”Still, that seemed to be changing,
if slowly. Duterte had broken with his predecessors by routinely and publicly bringing up the
violent history of U.S. colonization in the islands. Like many would-be autocrats, he had no use
for the courtesies that democrats need to placate their electoral bases. In July 2017, he
responded to U.S. congressional criticism of his human rights record by sniping: “I will start with
your past sins. I will produce—from your archives—the photographs that you took of the people
you murdered here in the Philippines.… You’re investigating me and the internal affairs of my
country? I’m investigating you.”22Some signs of colonization were still right on the surface.
There was Taft Avenue, named for William Howard Taft, the U.S. president and later chief justice
of the Supreme Court who rose to fame as the first civilian governor-general of the Philippines.
The street runs parallel to the thoroughfare that fronts Manila Bay, named Roxas for the first post-
independence Filipino president, though many locals still call it by its older name: Dewey
Boulevard. To my left washed the steel-gray waters where Spain’s Pacific empire met its end at
the guns of Dewey’s squadron. To my right was a Kentucky Fried Chicken.We passed the
imposing U.S. embassy and stopped by the Manila Hotel—the California-mission-style jewel of
urban designer Daniel Burnham’s partially realized “Manila Plan.” Gen. Douglas MacArthur had
lived there when he was field marshal of the Philippine Army in the years before World War II.
(His father, Arthur C. MacArthur Jr., was yet another U.S. colonial governor-general of the
islands, from 1900 to 1901.)Past the dense concrete warrens of the central city, we climbed the
leafy parkway of McKinley Road toward the city’s new financial center, the neighborhood of
Makati. Rising ahead were glass-and-steel towers where Filipinos ply their English skills into
jobs as call center agents for Verizon, IBM, Citibank, Aetna, and other companies. It was
evening, and the lights were coming on. Because their clients were in the United States, the call
centers worked American hours, up to twelve time zones away.As we concluded the tour and
wound back toward my guesthouse, Rica told me about her experience shooting a documentary
in Laos. She had visited Long Tieng, a high limestone valley that housed a CIA airfield during the
secret U.S. war there in the 1960s and 1970s.23 When the Americans retreated from Southeast
Asia after the fall of Saigon, Long Tieng went from to being a thriving secret city of tens of
thousands to a husk of a town. Twenty years later, Rica met abandoned lovers who’d raised
servicemen’s children and Hmong street hustlers who greeted her with an American-style “Hey,
man!”“The Americans trained people there and then they abandoned them,” Rica recalled. She
said it reminded her of the Philippines.Butler’s regiment arrived in Manila Bay on May 23, 1899.
They were posted on the opposite side of the bay from the city, at the tip of a double-pronged
peninsula the Tagalogs called Kawit, the name for a kind of fishhook it resembles. The Spanish
called it Cavite. For centuries, an old Spanish naval base there had guarded the mighty galleons
that carried Chinese silk and spices to Spain’s colonies in the New World and brought gold and



silver back the other way—a trading system that had once made the Spanish empire the envy of
its rivals. With Spain’s surrender, the base, and the bay, belonged to the United States.To
Butler’s unending frustration, that position kept him out of the fight at first. An Army unit at the
base of the peninsula held off the closest enemy fighters. Adding insult to injury, they were
Pennsylvania Volunteers—a sister unit to the one that had rejected him on account of his age a
year before. He had nothing to do but drill and watch Filipino fishermen trolling on wooden
platforms, surrounded by the protruding masts of the Spanish battle cruisers Dewey’s squadron
had sunk. The closest thing to action the Marines saw in their first few months was running out to
watch the Navy’s ships fire at the Filipinos on the opposing shore.“I want Papa to go to the
President, or somebody who has authority, and request that I be ordered for duty with one of the
regiments up at the front,” Butler, now eighteen, wrote Maud in a frantic scrawl in August 1899. “If
you have any ambition for me to make a name for myself please have this done.”24 He was so
upset he forgot to use his Quaker “thees” and “thys.”For about as long as there have been boys,
there have been dreams of becoming men on the battlefield. At that moment, however, American
society was becoming particularly obsessed with manhood. The United States was transforming
from a country of manual laborers into one where people rode machines to office jobs. Electricity
and plumbing would soon mean less chopping and hauling at home. The Civil War generation
was retiring, taking tales of courage and honor with them. Women were campaigning for, and in
a few states had already won, the right to vote. As the historian Kristin L. Hoganson has argued,
male leaders feared that all these trends portended national feminization and ruin. “War, they
believed, would return the nation to a political order in which strong men governed and
homebound women proved their patriotism by raising heroic sons.”25Roosevelt had made the
case for war’s powers of potency at an all-male Republican social club in Chicago in April 1899.
Standing before battle-worn U.S. flags from Gettysburg and San Juan Hill, the soon-to-be vice
president preached “the doctrine of the strenuous life”—a call for men and boys to show “those
virile qualities necessary to win.” Roosevelt lauded British rule over India and Egypt for having
“trained up generations of men.” A healthy state depended on rigid gender roles, he said. “When
men fear work or fear righteous war, when women fear motherhood, they tremble on the brink of
doom; and well it is that they should vanish from the earth.”Opportunity lay in the Philippines.
“The guns that thundered off Manila and Santiago left us echoes of glory, but they also left us a
legacy of duty,” Roosevelt boomed. If American men did not root out the “savage anarchy” of
Filipino self-rule, “some stronger, manlier power would have to step in and do the work.”
Roosevelt then turned to the conclusion that would define his career, and in many ways the
coming decade:The twentieth century looms before us big with the fate of many nations. If we
stand idly by, if we seek merely swollen, slothful ease and ignoble peace, if we shrink from the
hard contests where men must win at hazard of their lives and at the risk of all they hold dear,
then the bolder and stronger peoples will pass us by, and will win for themselves the domination
of the world.26While the applause echoed in the Hamilton Club, Butler was already on the way
to the Philippines. But Roosevelt might as well have been speaking directly to him. Manhood



was the quality Smedley craved most. He wanted the stature of his Scottish drill instructor, the
confidence of Captain Goodrell, the courage under fire of Sergeant Quick. Above all, he wanted
to prove he was not just a congressman’s son.“At the end of thy latest letter thee enjoined me to
be a good man and a good soldier,” Butler wrote his mother. “Now any fool can be a good man if
he tries hard enough but not every man will make a good soldier, so I will devote my energies
towards the latter and the former will follow I think.” (“My precious Smedley,” Maud wrote in
response, “I never read such a good letter in my life … thee surpasses thyself in everything that
is good and wonderful.”)27Butler’s desire to prove his manhood burned so hot that it blinded him
to the moment when a war he’d joined to free peoples from imperialism became a war to subdue
a colony.U.S. officials were hell-bent on capturing the Philippine president, Aguinaldo, convinced
that doing so would end the “insurrection.” To free up troops to push north along the rail line, they
first needed to dismantle networks of resistance around Manila, particularly in Aguinaldo’s home
province of Cavite. In October, Governor-General Elwell Otis issued directives to “attack and
severely punish these Cavite insurgents.”28The Marines were to march down the peninsula and
take the crossroads village of Noveleta. Smedley’s “A” Company was placed at the head of the
column. Just as they were about to go, the company captain was reassigned, leaving the
teenage Butler in charge.As the Marines marched south, the peninsula and road narrowed. At
times the infantrymen had to walk single file, surrounded by swamp. Trigger fingers swelled in
the heat. Butler led the column around a corner toward the causeway to the mainland. Suddenly,
a group of Filipino soldiers who had been lying in wait opened fire from a trench.“A” Company
dove to the ground. A sergeant named Alex McKinnon—“a wild impulsive Irishman,” Butler later
recalled—leaped to his feet and started shooting back. As Butler grabbed him by the wrist to pull
him down, a bullet shredded McKinnon’s arm.29The company to their rear started shooting,
creating a deadly crossfire. Some Marines jumped into the swamp. Spattered with McKinnon’s
blood, his men waiting for his orders, Smedley felt his stomach shrink into a ball. In his very first
battle, he’d just led the entire battalion into an ambush. His mind went wild with regret and fear.
An image came to him of his mother, Maud, spanking him over her lap as a little boy.30Butler
later tried to describe the instinct that took over in moments like that one. “The feeling of a
human being next to you,” he would write, “with the knowledge that he is probably just as much
frightened as you are seems to break the spell, and the natural desire to hide from each other
any weaknesses gives courage to both.”31Rising unsteadily to his feet, he ordered the men to
fire. What Butler didn’t know, what no one had told him, was that just three years earlier Filipino
insurgents fighting under Aguinaldo and Gen. Santiago Álvarez had used that very choke point
to wipe out at least four hundred Spanish soldiers.But the Americans had an advantage. Thanks
to an inspired piece of tactical preparation, the gunboat USS Petrel was sweeping down the
coast to their right in support of the advance.32 Its shells whipped by and exploded across the
Filipino positions. The Marines roared and charged into the haze.Flanking through rice paddies,
the Americans chased the insurgents into Noveleta. Fresh waves of gunfire came from nipa-
grass huts. Butler’s men took refuge in a trench. A private named John McDonald peeked over



the edge, then snapped backward, a crimson stream running down his face. The company
surgeon rushed over and, pulling fingers through McDonald’s blood-soaked hair, breathed a
sigh: the bullet had only grazed the skull. But when the doctor sat McDonald up to get a better
look, the private’s forehead burst open. A second shot had hit its mark. Butler and the men
returned fire and charged, leaving McDonald’s limp body behind.33In short order, Noveleta was
in American hands. The rest of the province, and soon the island, would follow. The Marines
sang “My Country ’Tis of Thee” under a mango tree, then went back to base, burning houses
along the road.34Later that day, an orderly sent to bury the dead noticed that McDonald was still
breathing. The private woke from a coma two weeks later and was shipped home to a
Philadelphia naval hospital. Thomas Butler regularly visited the twenty-four-year-old soldier
who’d served under his son, and used his position in Congress to secure him a lifelong pension
—a rarity in that war. But McDonald would never see again; the second bullet had shattered his
optic nerve.Butler often talked about his first battle. In his memoirs, he spoke honestly about the
fear he’d felt—often as a comic foil to highlight the strenuous duty he’d endure in wars to come.
But though those retellings often included the shattering of McKinnon’s arm, Butler does not
seem to have written or spoken publicly about what happened to Private McDonald. Perhaps
that trauma was too much for him to process and bear. But for the rest of his life, Butler held on
to the newspaper clippings his mother sent him about his father’s visits to his blinded comrade in
the hospital.When I visited Noveleta over a century later, I met a man named Salvador Garcia.
He was ninety years old. He wore a blue hat that said “NAVY,” a Masonic ring, and a white polo
shirt. Embroidered above his heart were a bald eagle and the words “Proud to be a USA
American.”Garcia was hanging out in the mayor’s office. Though he had traveled about as far
around the world as a person could go, he’d always come back to his hometown. “All the people
here I know and they know me,” he said. “Also, I am the one who is running the cockpit here. You
know what the cockpit is?”I thought of airplanes and ships.“A cockpit is where they hold the
cockfighting.”“Oh, yes,” I said. “An actual cockpit.”He laughed hard. “I’m a big small-time
cockfighting aficionado.”Garcia was born in Noveleta in 1927, twenty-eight years after Butler,
McDonald, and the Marines crushed the insurgency in his town. He grew up under the U.S.
colonial regime and was forced to learn English in American-run schools.His strongest
memories began when he was fourteen, when the Japanese soldiers arrived. The invasion of
the Philippines started on December 8, 1941, ten hours after the attack on Pearl Harbor. By the
end of the month, the Americans were trapped on the nearby Bataan Peninsula, and the
Japanese were in control of Noveleta. They gathered all the able-bodied men eighteen years
and older and drove them away on trucks, never to be seen again.For three years, young
Salvador and the rest of the survivors lived as virtual slaves to the Japanese. They watched their
food supplies dwindle until there was nothing but kamote, a type of sweet potato. The Americans
returned in 1945 and with the help of Filipino guerrillas drove the Japanese out. A year later,
President Truman granted the devastated islands their long-belated independence—minus a
few carve-outs for preferential trade as well as space for U.S. military bases, much as the Platt



Amendment had done with Guantánamo in Cuba.Garcia had dreamed of going to college, but
there was little chance of that in postwar Noveleta. So he signed up for a job as a steward’s mate
with the richest, most powerful institution he knew, the U.S. Navy.The military was still legally
segregated then. But it was not clear where Asians and Pacific Islanders, including the
American-but-not-American Filipinos, were supposed to fit. Once, at a naval station in San
Francisco, Garcia tried to board a military shuttle with another Filipino. After a few seconds of
confusion, the driver told one of them—Salvador didn’t remember which—to sit with the whites
in the front, and the other to sit in the back.“What did you say?” I asked.“I said, ‘Oh, gosh. What a
life.’”Eventually Garcia moved up the ranks. He was granted U.S. citizenship in 1952, the year he
turned twenty-five—a benefit he’d never enjoyed despite having been born on U.S. soil. He
served on an aircraft carrier in the Vietnam War. One of his daughters became a nurse in
California. A son followed him into the Navy. When Salvador retired, he finally went to
college.Here was a man who represented the promise, or at least some promise, of America.
Despite incredible odds and blatant discrimination, in a life roiled over and over again by the
vicissitudes of U.S. (and Japanese) imperialism, he had grabbed onto the slimmest of
opportunities, held on, and prospered.I tried to ask what he studied in college, but he didn’t
seem to hear me. Instead he said, “At the time they were hiring some ex-Navy men to Iran. You
know Iran?”“Iran?” I assumed I had misheard.“Bell Helicopter in Iran. I spent two years in Iran
and I was captured there.”“Captured? By who?”“I was a hostage. Khomeini’s soldiers.”My jaw
dropped. When I looked through old newspapers later, I read about the Bell Helicopter
employees who’d been imprisoned inside the Royal Tehran Hilton at the outset of Iran’s 1979
revolution.35 A group of Iranian revolutionaries fighting in the name of the Grand Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini had overthrown the monarch Mohammad Reza Shah, who had himself been
restored to power in a CIA-sponsored coup* two and a half decades earlier. U.S. citizens were
immediate targets. Garcia tried hiding in a bathroom when fighters stormed the hotel, only to be
dragged into the lobby.“Woo! I was so scared. I thought—I was saying, ‘Uh-oh, this is the
end.’”One of Khomeini’s soldiers told him to pull out his blue U.S. passport. He looked it over and
asked, “Are you American?” Garcia looked at me and started laughing so hard his voice nearly
whistled.
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J. Edgar Mihelic, MA, MA, MBA, “Something that isn’t taught in school. Overall, it is an enjoyable
book. If you have read something like Immerwahr’s “How to Hide an Empire” or a classic like
Zinn, Katz tries to popularize something that isn’t taught in school – the 20th century project of
colonialism. Once there were no more natives to kill, the US looked outward for new frontiers
and found them. Katz traces the career of Smedley Butler, a man who rose to be a high-ranking
Marine General and whose career really parallels the rise of American colonialism starting with
the Spanish American War in the extremely late 1800s.The book is stylistically interesting
because it’s not straight history. It’s kind of this new journalism / gonzo history where Katz not
only writes of Butler’s life, but he traces the footsteps of Butler’s life from his home in
Philadelphia to his grave outside Philadelphia. For the most part this works in giving context to
the life and events of his subject, but in a couple of places it kind of made me lose the narrative.
The other thing is that I’d like to see more about Butler’s later life. He’s more well known now for
his antiwar stances after he retired, and his exposure of the “Business Plot” where people were
trying to overthrow FDR. I don’t feel like we really see the development to that point – though
there are nods towards it as Katz traces the earlier career, my guess is that there wasn’t the
material in the archives to fully document Butler’s arc. Definitely worth a read.”

andrew hartman, “good book..butler not so much.. I served in the Marine Corps as an infantry
officer almost 50 years ago. Smedley Butler andhis exploits and duty stations were all topics for
study. Needless to say, Katz's views area lot different from the ones taught at Quantico.Over the
years, I read more history of US imperialism, and I changed my mind abouta lot of things. The
Halls of Montezuma....really?The strength of this book is that it covers so much ground in such a
fine style. The history isdetailed and dramatic. Just as good are Katz's trips to the historical sites.
These sojournsremind me that, as someone said: the past isn't history, it's not even past.My only
dislike was having to spend so much time with Smedley Butler. I found him unlikeable,an
ignorant brute with no real power of reflection or perspective as he went from
oneslaughterhouse to another. The fact that he "turned" later in life is, to me, unconvincingas a
matter of morality. He just found a new way to posture.This is an inspired book. I look forward to
reading Katz's book about Haiti.”

123, “The man, the myth, the legend. As a former Marine and [self proclaimed] history buff, I
picked up this book with some background knowledge of the second most decorated Marine in
history.I find that when one has a "Wikipedia-level of knowledge" on a mythical figure like Butler,
the real story can often be a bit of a let-down as the nuance of real events often don't jive with
the hype.To the contrary, the particulars of Butler's life live up to the hype and then some. I found
myself pumping my fist at times with Butler's audacity. His career is proof that reality really often
gives fiction a run for it's money.It was also a sobering look at the beginnings of American



imperialism with deftly illustrated links to current events (militarization of policing anyone?).Great
read.”

Nonesuch, “embarrassing to some. An informative, broad brushed history wrapped around a
personal story of duty and tragedy. As good an diary of our imperialist birth as any. Twain makes
more sense now.”

Gary Moreau, Author, “Why is America always at war? One famous Marine figured it out.. This is
an incredible book that was written at either exactly the right time or the worst possible time. It
will certainly play into the jaws of the political divide that is paralyzing the US at the moment,
although I don’t believe that is the author’s intent.It is not a political book. I don’t recall that either
political party is ever mentioned by name. And the most popular political slogans of the day are
skillfully, and intentionally, I believe, omitted. It is a book specifically about American foreign
policy and why we seem to be, in fact are, constantly at war beyond our borders.It is ultimately
the story of Smedley Butler, one of the most celebrated, decorated, and famous Marines of the
early 20th Century, who fought in wars from Cuba to Haiti to the Philippines and China. Fifteen of
those conflicts are covered here, covering a period from 1898 – 1927.Ultimately, however, he
concluded that he and his fellow Marines had been duped. He wasn’t risking his life to promote
democracy or to defend the oppressed. He was often part of the oppression, both literally and
figuratively. He was fighting, pure and simple, to protect and/or further the interests of America’s
capitalists who ultimately control the American political process.“I spent 33 years and 4 months
in active service as a member of our country’s most agile military force – the Marine Corps. I
served in all commissioned ranks from a second lieutenant to Major-General. And during that
period I spent most of my time being a high-class muscle man for Big Business, for Wall Street
and the bankers. In short, I was a racketeer for capitalism.”It is a fascinating story, very well
written, and exhaustively researched. Katz actually travels to many of the places that play
prominent roles in Butler’s story. And it is a history you most certainly did not learn in school.The
wars were often surgical in precision, sometimes clandestine, and more than a few times
involved more money than men. But the defense industry always benefited. As did the capitalists
who wanted to expand their empires and engorge their coffers. In Smedley’s days that usually
meant the oil companies. Today it is the tech companies who look to expand their markets
through the use of a favorable American foreign policy that often puts America’s true interests –
the interests of all of the people – at risk. And, of course, the companies that make the
instruments of war always, always, always benefited, often immensely so.In the end this is not a
critique of the military. And some wars are clearly justified for legitimate reasons. It would have
been immoral, for example, for the US not to join WWII.It is really a book about Orwellian
doublespeak and could have easily been titled “War is Peace.” And a book about an incredibly
brave but complex and far from angelic Marine named Smedley Butler.I highly recommend you
read it.”



Jon Albrecht, “A good look at Maj. General Smedley Darlington Butler's career. I'm about 2/3
done the book and its a great treatment of Maj. General Smedley Darlington Butler's career.
Smedley Darlington Butler was present at the beginning of America's imperial designs and
ended his career exposing the planned coup of the men who profited from those designs. This
telling of these events is a good place to begin looking at the real history of America in the 20th
century.”

Leo Tolsey, “What the book covers. I have not finished reading the book yet, but I find it easy to
read and very interesting. In my opinion, every single person in the USA should read this book.
This book contains lots of historical facts that are unknown to many Americans.Hat off to JM
Katz for putting all these events together!”

André Pelchat, “Excellent book.. I loved it.”

The book by Jonathan M. Katz has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 312 people have provided feedback.
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